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CALENDAR-SESSION 1941-42.
MAY I, FRIDAY
5I:PT.15, MONDAY
DEC. 8, MONDAY
5, MONDAY
6, TUESDAY
JUNE 22, MONDAY
JAN.
MAR. 17, TUESDAY
MAR. 31, TUESDAY
DEC. 15, MONDAY
SEPT. 8, MONDAY
Whole.time Day Sohools open for enrol.
ment, and Day Apprentice Bohool
resumes work.
Part.time Day Cm- ~pen Cor emoJmen'
and Whole-time Day Schools commence
work.
Evening classes open Cor enrolment and
Part.time Day claeBee oommence work.
SEPT.22, MONDAY Evening 01&_ commence work.
NOV. I, SATURDAY AU SaW. Day. Whole-time Day Schooll
exc~tiDg Day Apprentice School and
Special o1alses olosed.
PeoM 01 IfMllGculate O~. Whole-
time Day Schools excepting Day Ap.
prentice School and Special cla8se8 olosed.
DEC. IS, SATURDAY Teaching work in Whole-time Di,r Schools
088111 excepting Day Apprentice School
and S~ial 0....
Term E:mminationa in Whole.time Da;r
Sohools oommence.
DEC. 20, SATURDAY Last meetiDg oC classes before Chrinmaa
Vacation.
All eta- resume work after Christmu
Vacation.
Feallt 0/ the Epiphany. Whole·time Day
Schools ell:oeptin~Day Apprentice School
and Special claa8es 01oBed.
S,. PGlrick'. Day. Schools closed.
Last meeting of Day and Evening cla8eee
before ER8ter VaMtlon.
ADD I, WEDNESDAY All o1alsel resume work after Easter
~ re Vaoation.
Evening c~ clo---..exoeptiDg wb
otbenri8e arranged.
MAY 14, THURSDAY ~ Do1I. Whole-ijme Day Schoolll
_oepting Day Apprentiee School and
Special cIasee--oIOled.
MAY 25, MONDAY Wh,,·Mondar· SohoolB oloIed.
JUNE 4, THURSDAY P__ o/OOFJ1U6 OhrWri. Whole·time Day
Sch001&---ell:ceptiDg Day Apprentice
School and Special clas8ee cloe8d.
JUd 20, SATURDAY Teaching work c.- in Whole-time Day
Sohools excepting Day Apprentice Sohool
and Special o~.
SBonal Euminationa' commence in
Whole.time Day Schools excepting Day
Apprentice Sohool and Special o1asles.
JUNJ: 21, SATURDAY Whole-time Day Schools and Part-time
Day Domestio Economy classes olose-
excepting Day Apprentice School and
Special 01alsel.
JUNE 29, MONDAY 114# 0/ Sal"" Peter and Paul.
JULY 11, SATURDAY Day Apprentice School and other ols_
olo8e excepting ....here othf'rwi. &l'I'UII.Nd
8Ilboola cloeed on all Bank HoUda,. Dot apt'l'ified in above Calftldar
IMJ-JAN.
1911-1£PT. I, MONDAY
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BAKERY AND CONFECTIONERY TRADES
SWIFT; Mr. P. McDARBY; Mr. M. CONROY; Mr. P. 0' TEILL ;
Mr. G. DALY; Mr. J. KELLY; Mr. L. KENNEDY and
Mr. H. E. O'DoNoBoE.
3GENERAL REGULATIONS
DAY AND EVENING COURSES AND CLASSES
ADMISSION.
In general applicants for admission to classes must not be
under fourteen years of age.
ENTRANCE EXAMINATION.
Intending students may be required to pass an entrance test,
or give evidence of a satisfactory standard of education. Intro-
ductory Courses are provided for those who fail to reach the
entrance test standard.
ENROLME T.
Whole-time Day Courses Week commencing 1st September.
Part-time Day Courses Week commencing 8th September.
Evening Courses Week commencing 15th September.
, !
COURSES.
The Courses as set out are not to be considered as arbitrary;
the subjects may, with the sanction of the Principal be varied.
TRADE CLASSES.
The Trade Classes are primarily intended for those engaged in
the several trades; where possible separate classes for journey-
men will be arranged in trade subjects.
4ATTENDANCE.
Punctual and regular attendancp of tudent· will bp iW'listpd
upon. Those who are absent from more than two consecutive
clas meetingR, without assigning a Ratisfactory rpason, may
have their name. remov d from the ClaRs Roll. When this ha'
been done, students can be restored to their places only by the
special permi . ion of the Principal.
A class may be discontinued if an insufficient number of
student join or attend: the num bel' of evenings allotted weekly
to a class may be reduced if therc is a falling-off in the attend.
ance. The right is reserved to those classes for any other reason
whatever.
DISCIPLINE.
• j
Strict order must be observed at all times within the precincts
of the chool.
DAMAGE TO SCHOOL PROPERTY.
Students wilfully damaging School property may be required,
on order of the Committee, to pay for. uch repairs or repla ements
a may be necessary.
CLOAKROOM AND BICYCLE HousHR.
The authorities of the School do not acc'ept responsibility for
articles left in any part of the chool premises.
BOOKS, STATIONERY AND EQUIPMENT.
Students are expected to provide themselve' with flU h books,
stationery and equipment as may hr rf'quired.
SOHOOL CRoms A D DRA 111 A1'1{' l'LASS}oJS.
Thl.' Committer is prepared to farilitRtp the organisation of
horal and Dramatic Soci ties and similar u(;tivitif's. Students
int rested are invited to communi atl' with th Prin ipal.
5REGULATIONS IN REGARD TO FEES
All fees must be paid on enrolment.
Where a student elect to enrol in any particular Insti te for
certain cla se , a transfer to one of the other Technical Institutes
for similar classe' without payment of the full enrolment· fee,
can only be made by p cial permission.
Students who, through obtaining employment or other valid
reason, are unable to continue in attendance at current Whole-
time Day Coun,e.. may be admitted to approved Evening School
Courses in th current Session with a remission of fees up to
the value of the Day chool Fees paid.
FEES
DAY Couru E.. £ s. d.
Applied Scienc (Whole-time) per Session 6 0 0
Bakery Practice (Part-time) do. 0 7 6
Certificate Cour. e in Breadmaking (Part-time) do. 0 15 0
Certificate Cour::le in Flour Confectionery do. do. o 15 0
Cinema Projection Technology (Part-time) do. o 10 0
Electrotechnology and Engineering cience (Whole-time)
per Session 1 0 0
Electrical Installation Work (Whole-time) do. 1 0 0
Radio Engineerin<r (Whole-time) do. 6 0 0
Wireless Telegraphy :-
*Marine Op rators' Certificate Course 12 0 0
*Aircraft Operators' Certificate Course 12 0 0
*Combined Course 16 0 0
Radiotechnology (Part Course) 2 0 0
Direction-Finding (Part Cour e) per Month 1 0 0
Morae Practice (Part Course) .. per Month 0 7 6
6EVENING COURSES: ART, Scrn CE, TECHNOLOGY,
TRADES. £ s. d.
Applied Chemistry per Session 0 15 0
Medical Chemistry do. 1 10 0
Pharmaceutical Chemistry (Lectures) do. 1 10 0
Ditto, ditto (Lab. 120 hours) do. o 15 0
Ditto, ditto (Practice) do. o 10 0
Pharmacy (Practical) do. o 15 0
Specialised Technical Analysis do. o 15 0
Wireless Telegraphy :-
*Marine Operators' Certificate Course
*Aircraft Operators' Certificate Course
*Combined Course
Radiotechnology (Part Cour e)
400
400
500
100
Direction.Finding (Part Course) per Month 0 7 6
Introductory Courses per Session 0 2 6
All other Courses in this section-7/6 for each year of Course.
Students of Evening Technical Courses may take a class in
Irish at a fee of 2/6.
(* Fees for Certificate Courses in :Wireless Telegraphy .are inelusive for the-
full period of tralllll1g up to eertlficatlOn.)
7SCHOOLS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, KEVIN STREET.
(Telephone .31801)
STAFF:
E. MORTON, B.SC., .A..R.C.SC.!., Principal and Head of the
Schools of Physics, Electrical Engineering and Cherni:;try.
MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS.
HENRY C. C'I.IFTON, B ..A..; FR.A.NCIS NOLAN, RSC.; P. J.
O'C.A.LLA ,R.A.N, B.RC., .A..R.C.SC.T.; M. HENDERSON, B.E.;
E. HYNES, B.E.; J. M. FORDE, D.E.; H. FLOOD, B.SC.,
.A..R.C.SC.!.; E. MOYNIR.A.N, B.SC., .A..R.C.SC.r.; P. WRELAN,
B.SC., .A..R.C.SC.!.; B. J. DrxON, B. C., .A..R.C.SC.T.; D. W.
MORRlflSEY, B.SC.
APPLIED CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY.
W. J. LOOBY, B.SC., .A..R.C.SC.!., II.DIP.ED.; B. G. F.A.G.A.N, B ..A..,
B.SC., F.!.C., .A..R.C.SC.!.; P. J. HURLEY, M.SC.; H. D;
• TRORNTON, B.SC., .A..R.C.SC.!.; F. J. B.A.RR.A.GRY, M.P.S.!..
G. A. W.A.TSO , R.SC., .A..R.C.SC.!.; M. J. GOR:\<UN, B.SC.,
.A..R.O.SC.!.; J. H. FERGUSO£, Tech. Dip. (Milling); JOR
SIIIEL, l\1.D., B.L., PR.C.; D. W. ~IORRI. SEY, B.SC.
ELECTROTECHNOLOGY, TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
W. FEG.A. , .A..l\1.!.E.E.; GEO. K. RING, B.E., .A..R.C.SC.!., B. C. ;
H.A.ROLD A. HODGENS, R.O., Tech. Dip.; J. J. O'DORERTY,
B. C., B.E., .A..M.!.E.E.; B. MANG.A.N, B.E.; W. O'Co NOR,
B.E.; "T. J. C.A.RROLL, R.O., Tech. Dip.; E. HYNES, B.E.;
H. DE L.A.CY, B.E.; J. HON.A.N, R.O.; P. CONLON, Tech. Dip. ;
P. SULLIV.A. , Tech. Dip.; H. J. B.A.RRISC.A.LE, B.E.; A. D.
WRELAN, B.E.; J. WILLIAMS.
8TRADES and HANDlCRAFTS
MICHAEL LAMBERT
W. J. BRADY, TECR.DIP.
E. J. McNAMARA
J. RYAN
J. O'ToOLE
M.O'KEEFE
A. MULVANEY, TECR.DIP.
P. J. CASEY
S. ANTRONY, TECH.DIP.
In trument Making.
Glass Blowing.
Electrical In tallation Work.
Do.
Electric Welding.
Electric Cable Jointing.
Do.
Boot Manufacture.
Breadmaking and Flour
Confectionery.
LANGUAGES: INTRODUCTORY COURSES
W. O'BRIEN, DIP.ING.
F. NOLAN, M.SC.
P. 0 RIAIN .
S. E. MAc CORMAIC
J. MOYNIHAK
Technical German.
Do.
Irish.
Continuation Subjects.
Continuation Subjects and
Irish.
ART and ARTISTIC CRAFTS
WILLIAM L. WHELAN, Art Master's Certificates, Board of Educa-
tion, London, Silver and Bronze Medalist, National Com-
petition, South Kensington; Mcdll.list, Irish National Art
Competition-Head of the Arts and Crafts Department.
JAMES J. BURKE, Certificated Art Teacher, London, Medalist.
MIss MARGARET WHELAN, Certificated Art Teacher, Medalist.
9SCHOOLS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, RADIO TECH-
NOLOGY, PHYSICS A D APPLIED CHEMISTRY
PROGRAMME AND TIME-TABLE
OF THE COURSES IN
Electrical Engineering Practice and Technology
Electrical Trades and Crafts
Instrument Making and Allied Crafts
Radiotelegraphy
Physics and Mathematics
Pure and Applied Chemistry
Industrial Chemistry-Specialised Courses
Bacteriology and Botany
Pharmacy and Allied SUbjects
Languages for Students of Technology
SESSION 1941-42
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SCHOOLS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, RADIO TECH-
NOLOGY, PHYSICS AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY
DAY COURSES
Full-time Course-Electrotechnology and Engineering
Science
(, ession-October to July)
The Course provides a pre-apprenticeship training of a high
tandard suitable for tho, e who intend to enter Electrical Trades
or the offices of Consultant Engin el'S or Electrical Contractors.
The Course is designed to cover two Se sion and provides
approximately 25 hours of instruction per week in Mathematics,
Physics, Chemistry, Mechanics, Electrical Technology and Work-
shop Practice, and in Irish, Englif\h and Physical Training.
Intending student should not be over f:ixteen years of age
and should have attained a minimum ::>tandard of general educa-
tion equivalent to that of the Second Year of the Intermediate
Course in Secondary School .
Sessional Fe , £1.
Full-time Courses for the Training and Certification of
Radio Officers (Mercantile Marine and Aircraft)
See pages 22-42 relative to Time Tables, ,yllabuses and
Condition of Adl1lis ion to ('our~es.
Full-time Course-Radio Engineering and Radio Service.
(Session-October to May).
The Course is designed to b of pra ·tical service to those who
de ire a fundamental under tanding of the principles of Radio
Communication and of Service Work in connection with the
installation and maintenance of Radio Apparatus and Equipment.
The Syllabuses of Instruction are based on those of the City
and Guild of London Institute. tudents are expected to it
for the examinations of the Institute in both Radio Service and
Radio Communication.
11
Intending student should not be under 16 years of age and
should have, at lea t, a knowledge of Direct Current Electricity
up to the standard of the Elementary Grade Examination of
the Department of Education.
The Course provide. approximately 20 hours of instruction per
week in Technical Electricity, Radio Communication, Radio
Service and in the related Mathematics and Physics. Students
of the cour e may take related Evening Clas es on two evening
per week.
Inclusive Sessional Fee, £6.
Full-time Course-Applied Science and Mathematics
(Se ion-October to July)
The Course provides a thorough general scientific training
suited to the requirement of students who intend to enter
scientific occupations as Pharmaceutical Chemists, Opticians,
Radiologists, etc., or who desire to train for entrance to some
branch of Chemical or Engineering Industry having a scientific
basis.
The subject of in truction include Mathematics (Geometry~
Co-ordinate Geometry, Algebra, Trigonometry, Calculus Ele-
ments); Applied Mathematics; Physics, Chemistry; Botany;
Biology.
The Syllabu es of instruction generally conform with those
of the Department of Education (T.I.B.) and al 0 approximate
to those for the Matriculation Examination of the National
University.
The requirements of the student for specialised instruction in
any particular branch of Applied cience or Indu trial Technology
are provided in Evening CIa ses; students attending the Day
Course may take specialised Evening Classe on two evening
per week.
Inclu. ive Se ional Fee, £6.
12
Fee per
Session
HOUrDay
Part-time Courses-Science and Technology
(Session-October to July)
Classes of e tablished Courses in one or more of the specialised
subjects listed hereunder may he taken on payment of the
appropriate fees.
Subject
{Chemistry (Lectures) Thurs., Fri. 9.30-10.30 £1
Do. (Lab.)_ Thurs., Fri. 10.30-12.30
Special Laboratory
Course Tuesday 9.30-12.30 £1
{PhYSiCH (Lecture.) Mon., Wed. 9.30-10.30 £1
Do. (Lab.) Mon., Wed. 10.30-12.30
Biology (Lee. & Pract.) Tues. 5.30-7.0
Thurs. 5.0-6.30 £1
Mathematics Mon., Wed., Fri. 2.0-3.30 £1
Applied Mathematics Tues., Thur,;. 2.0-4.0 £1
Electrical Technology (D.C.: A.C.) (6 Hours per week) £1
Electrical Installation Technology (6 Hours per week) £1
Technical Drawing (6 Hours per week) £1
Part-time Courses-Practical Pharmacy
The Courses are intended for Pharmaceutical students pre-
paring for the Final Examination of the Pharmaceutical Society
of Ireland.
Three Courses are conducted in each session, viz., one Course
in each of the three School terms, viz., Winter, Lent and Summer
terms.
There are approximately twelve elass meetings to each course.
Classes meet on Wednesday and Thursday afternoons from 3
to 6 p.m.
Course Fee, 15/-.
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DAY COURSES FOR TRADE APPRENTICES
Full-time Courses-Electrical Installation Work and
Electrotechnology
These Courses are conducted under special schemes making
provision for the full technical training of Electrical Apprentices
during the five-year period of Apprenticeship. The schemes
have the co-operation of Trade Unions and Employers.
Courses provide 33 hours of instruction per week in Electrical
Theory and Experimental Work, Engineering Science, Mathe-
matics, English (Precis and Report Writing), Technical Drawing,
Electrical Installation and Fitting Work.
The syllabuses of instruction are based on those for the Depart-
ment of Education Examinations in Electrical Installation Work
and in Electrical Engineering Practice. By arrangement with
the Department of Education, students sit for the Junior and
Senior Trade Tests and for the Technological Examinations at
appropriate stages in the instruction.
The duration of the ('our es, depending on the particular
scheme, varies between 3 month and 6 months in each year of
Apprentice hip.
Fee for each Course, £1.
Part-time Courses-Projection Science and Technology
(Cinema Apprentices)
The Cour es are designed to provide for the technical training
of Cinema Apprentices employed in the Dublin Area, and are
organised in co-operation with the Trade Union and the Irish
Cinema and Theatre Managers' Association.
The Courses extend over three Sessions and provide a minimum
of four hour of in tnlction per week in Mathematics, Elementary
Science, Light and Sound, Technical Electricity, Electrical
Reproduction of Sound, and Sound Head Amplifier Equipment.
The Session extends from October to mid-June in each year.
Fee for each Course, 10/-.
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SCHOOLS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, RADIO TECH-
NOLOGY, PHYSICS AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY
EVE ING DEPARTMENT.
CERTIFICATE COURSES AND EXTERNAL EXAMINATIONS.
The attention of Students is directed to the Examinations in
Art, Engineering and Chemical Technology, and Craft subjects
conducted under the auspices of the Department of £ducation,
the City and Guilds of London Institute, and Professional Insti-
tutions, such as the Institution of Electrical Engineers, the
Institute of Gas Engineers, etc.
When deciding on a Course of Study the intending student
should consult the Principal or a Lecturer. It is important that
the Course prescribed should meet not only the educational
requirements of the student, but also lead to his or her acquire-
ment of a Technical Qualification of high standing in Industry.
Such qualifications are of definite value to the holders when
seeking employment or betterment of position.
Established Courses as listed hereunder are conducted in
relation to the examination requirements of the several authori-
ties named.
COURSE
.Breadmaking and Flour Confec-
tionery.
.Brewing
EXAMINATION SYLLABUSES
City and, Guilds (Lond.)
City and Guilds (Lond.)
Electrical Engineering practiCe} {City and Guilds (Lond.)
Department of Education
Electrical Installation Work.. Institution of Electrical Engineers
COURSE
Flour Milling
Gas Engineering and Supply
Line Telegraphy, Telephony ...
Milk Processing
Oils, Fats and Waxe
Paints and Varnishes
Petroleum Products
PhyRics and Applied Chemistry
Pharmaceutical Chemistry and
Allied Subjects.
Radio-Communication
Radio Service Work
Radio-Telegraphy, -Telephony
(Aircraft and Marine Radio
Officers).
15
EXAMI~ATIOX SYLLABUSES
I City and Guilds (Lond.)
{City and Guild (Lond.)
lInstitution of Gas Engineer _
rDepartment of EducationIi.City and Guilds (Lond.)
City and Guild (Lond.-
City and Guilds (Lond.)
City and Guild (Lond.)
City and Guilds (Lond.)
Department of Education
Pharmaceutical Society of
Ireland
{
City and Guilds (Lond.)
Institute of Electrical Engineer
City and Guilds (Lond.)
Department of Posts and Tele-
graphs.
Further information in regard to Schemes of External Examination
may be had on request to' the Principal.
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Schools of Electrical Engineering, Radio Technology, Physics and
Applied Chemistry
Evening Courses and Time Table
No.
of
Course
SUP.Ji~(,T
Irisll-I.C..
Irisll-I.D.
!lOll" IBoomI
SPECIAL CLASSES IN lRI H.
3Iollllay 17.:>09.:10 I
Fri<lar 7.:~O- n.:10
o Hiain.
1>0.
4K
5K
Eno:lish-l"
E1enwnmry )li1thcmatics F
EI('mcntal'~: i:lcicncc, -A
En(llish-(:
Elenlt'nlary 31"tltcmatit'- (.
Dra.wjn~-F
INTRODUCTORY
I
Tur...d:l~·
TucA<!a)'
Fridn.\·
ThurHlay
Tllursclny
Wrdncstla)'
COURSES
7.;111 ..... :~l) 1:, >i. E. )la('('olmait'.
'.;)1) ~l.:m ).1 ~. };. .:\1,.1<"( orBluiC".
I.:~O n.:3lJ .S Eo )lo~·nillall.
7.:.)0 .... ;;0 lli :--i. I:. )I.v'('ofmllil',
'.:\0 !l.:)IJ Hi :", E. )!arCornlai('.
I.:JU ~j,:{O J~ ~li ..~ 31. Whclan.
ELECTRICAL TRADES
ELECTRICAL IN'>TALLAfION WORK
FIRi:l'!' YEAR.
6K Electrical Wirino:-l'rO<'t. I
F,leclrl(:al T,mtincerinl!-Left.
Electrical Lahol'atory-I
Physh,g for ElcC'tricians
'ECO.'D YEAIL
7K Electrical Wiring-l'raet. JI
Electric lnstallntion-T.cct. 11
Klectrieal Enl!inecrinll-ll.
)10H. or FI'i. 7.:;0 1".11 I I:. .J. :'.lc. aIH:ll'a
WCdnesday 1.:111 ~.;it) I~ E. )[ornihan.
Wcdlle~day .:~.) lfJ.tJ
"
E. )!oYllihulI ; H. }<'Iood.
Tut'sday 1.:1IJ 111.1' ~ 11. I, loo() i )\. lIcudcrSOl\.
Thursday
I
1.;1IJ 10.0 1>. J. ~t('Xamara.
Turftday 1.:10 ".:111 W. Ft·~an.
~[olJ(lay i.:jO In.O c; 11. \)1' I.a(·y: ,I. ll. "·""'an.
ELECTRICAL FITTING.
SK
THIIW Y}~AR.
Elect,rica! l'ittinlZ-J>ract.
Electric.ul Hn~lncerinlZ--{V.C.
and A.C.)
Technical l)rawiog 1,
'Yl'c1n{,~daY
TIlIllsday
Fri,lay
7.;,0-]11.0
7.:;11 W.1l
I.all 111.0
c;
11
E. J. 31 " ,.:\ ,\nll1l'''.
". 1-'''lI:au .
.1. \Villi'''"s.
9K ICalli' ,Iointing .... I
CABLE JOINTING.
31ol\. ,~ Wrd.
Tur~. (~Thurs. I '.0-10.0
ELECTRIC WELDING.
P. 0' J\ relit·.
lOK E1cI'lric Weldin(l ·..·1 )IOu. Tn. Wcd.
Thllrs. FI'i.
~ j .f. O'TOOI('.
li
TKH'HERHOllr IROOm IDaySUBJECTNo. \of
Course-'- ----'- -'-_--L _
ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
G. Rinl:; H. De Lacy.
A. n. Whelan.
A. n. Whelan.
H . .T. B:Hri.calc.
4
14
7.:30-9.30
7.30-10.0
Friela)'
Wednesday
)Iathematics-II. C.
Technical DrawinJ;-IJ.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
FIRST YEAR. Imectric<~l Engineering-I.A. Thursday 17.30-10.0 12-10-8 H. Flood: E. )Ioyniban.
PhySics for Electricians-LA. )Ionelal' 7.:30-10.0 8 H. Flood; M. Hcnderson.
Eh·ctrieal Engineering-I.B. Wedne. day 17.:30-10.0 12-10- E. :\Ioynihan; H. Flood.
Phrsics for Electricians--I.B. Tuesday 7.30-10.0 ~ H. Flood; )1. Hcnderson.
:-ECOND YEAR.
Electrieal En!lineeriIll!-II Mondal' 7.:lO-1O.0 11-4-6
llK
131{
Tll IHIl YEAR.
HI\: Electrical En"ineering-IlI.
A llplied Mechanics--1
:\lathematic
wednesda)'
li'ridar
Thur~llny
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
7.~0-1O.0
4-6
9
8
n. RiIlle; W. Feg:ln.
F. ,-olan.
D. W. )Iorris"e)·.
FOU!{TII YEAR.
l;;K Elcctrieal Engineering-kC. Tllesrlay 7.30-10.0 4-6 G. !Ulllot.
Practical Mathematics Thllrsda)' 7.:30-9.30 11 D. W.. )Iorrissey.
FIFTH YEAR.
l6K Elt'etrieal Engineering-IV ... Tu(;~" Thu r~. 7.30-10.0 4·6 G. Ring; W. l'egan.
Power Plants and ProdllCers \\'('lhlCsela)' 7.;30 10.0 A .
~IXTl1 YEAR.
17K IElectrical ElIl!ineering-Y Tuc!:'., 1'hurs. 7.30 9.;30 28·8 I .T. J. O'Dohcrtr·
·,rathematics ... )Ion. or Fri. 7.:30-9.30 B2· H. C. lifton.
POST OFFICE ENGINEERING COURSES
TECHNICAL TELEGRAPHY.
FIRST YEAH.
lKK Technieal Tele~raphy-l Thllrsclu)' . 0-10.0 2n P. lllli,-un.
)lalotnctism und Electricity Friday 7.30· 10.0 12-' P. O·C'alllllothan.
SECOND YEAR.
19K Tl'chnical Telellrapby-II TUl'sdar 8. 0 10.0 1U P Conlon.
TECHNICAL TELEPHONY.
F1J{~T YEAR.
20K Tcctl1lic'al Telephonl'-l Wednesday ~. 0 10.0 ~ P SuiliYan.
)lugllcti"!\1 and I~lectricity Vril1ay 7.30 10.0 12-8 l' O'Cailnghn n.
i-lECO:<D YEAR.
21K Tcchnical Tclephony-lI Tucsday 8. 0-10.0 11 B. ",rangan.
22K I POST OFFICEPost Office En~ineering-I .... 1 MOnday
In"tnllnen( and Wiring (Pr.) Friday
ENGINEERING.
8. 0-10.0 I 5 I
8. 0-10.0 1) & 6
H. J. Barrisc.dc.
H ..r. J3arrlAcnle.
1No. I
of
Course
:'inlJEC'r Day jjour ItOom I TJ<:,\CIIER
RADIO TECHNOLOGY
RADIO COMMUNICATION.
23K
VIRH'J' YIUll.
Radio Communication-J
~Jagneti_1l1 and Elretricity
Tue-day
Friday
Ho 0-10,0 X
,::10-10.0 12,Ic 10
J. ('a 1'1'01 I.
1'. J. O'Callaghau.
SECOND YEAll.
24K Radio Commnnication-lI
Elcctriral .I<;nllinecrillll (A-('.)
Tuesday ~. 0 10.0
Thnrsday 7.:;0 10.0
RADIO-SERVICE.
9
4'" (j
H. 1)(' Lacy'.
C:. Hinp;.
25K
l'IR, T YEAH,
Radio Sen iel'-I
Magnetism and E1cctrieity-
~fonday'
Vriday
8. ()- 10.0 9
7.:lO -10.0 12 & lO
J. Carroll.
1'. J. O'C"llaghau.
SECOXD YEAIl.
26K Radio er\'ice-11
Radio C'ommunicatioll-I
.
Thur.day ..
Tuc~dn:,·
S. 0 10.0
'. 0 LO.O
9
9
H. Ho.1Ren,.
F. Nolnn.
MORSE PRACTICE.
2,K 1 Telcp;raJlllY Practice .... 1 Mon. W., Th. I 7.30-0.30 1 13 J. Y. Ilonan.
TRAINING COURSES FOR RADIO OFFICERS
(See Page 43)
INSTRUMENT MAKING AND GLASS BLOWING
INSTRUMENT MAKING.
FIRST YE-UL
2K In-trtllllcnt )[akinp;-l Tue,day 7.:30 10.0 I 2 )f. Lamhert.
ElemcntarY SeiCUCl' Friday- '.:lO 0.30 H E..\[oyuihan.
ECOND Vl'lA]l.
20K Instrum nt Makinp;-II Vl'iday' 7.30 10.0 2 M. Lamhf'l't.
Eloctrical Enl!incerinll-I, 01' Tuesday 7,30 10.0 12-10'8 J~ . .Moynihan.
Phy,ic!l-! )lollda)' j.:~O 10.0 12 & 10 ]>. J. O'Callap;han.
GLASS BLOWING OF SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS.
30K 1 O\a-- ]j\o\\'inJ,: I ~IOn., W., 1"1'1. I 7.30-10.0 1 27 1 W. CL Brady.
PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS
GENERAL PHYSICS.
31K IOPhyoir, I ((:enl"",1 alld lIe"t) IJlonday' 1,.:10-10.0 110 & 121 1'. J. O'Callallhan;
P. Whclall.
32K \Ol)]'Yoh" Jl (Lillhl a,1\[ So,,,,,I) IW"dlle'day 17.:10 10.0 I0 & 10 I P..r. O'('nllughall;
P. "')'clan.
33K '01'hY'Si t ' H.' .Olalllll'ti'lll· "1111 IFriday'
1,leetm·,ty'.
,.:10- 10.11 ]12 , " 1'. ,I. O'('allaRhau;
H. Ilixon; ]>. Whchm
)f. H"orlorsou.
F Nolau.
J. ~J. Ford",
------------
IThur'day.... 7.:lO-D.30 1 H-I;,
I 'l'ul'sd"y 7.:111 10,0 1 1~)
34R 1 Mcehallits I (E!('Ol('lItS)
(0.i ClII 8 ;11 Jlf1l1iPlI1"liC8 11/"Y be /,,1.'1'11 ill (1IIdi/iIJII).
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Ko.
of
Course
ST:UJECT Day HOur Room TEACHER
SPECIAL COURSES
• ELECTRICITY FOR RADIOLOGISTS.
• PHYSICAL OPTICS.
• OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.
• The Special Courses listed above may be orj(:mised in tlw Session 1941·41. Intending students
should consult the Principal.
39K )Iathematics-I
MATHE~toATICS.
}'riday 7.:l00.:30 -l A. D. Whelan.
40K )Iathematic -11 Friday 7.30 9.30 11 D. W. ~Iorri'sey.
41K Mathematics--I [I )Ionday .... 7.30 0.30 B 2 H. C. Clifton.
H. C. Clifton.287.30-9.30Friday
.. ··1Mathematics(Tutorial elass).
(~IATIfE'[AT[ s.-Students should consult the Principal bcfore enrolling).
42K
PURE AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY
APPLIED CHEMISTRY (GENERAL).
43K
FIR. T YEAR.
Inorganic Chemistry, Lecture ...
LaboratorY-I
Do.
Physics-I ....
TuesdaY ..
Tuesday ...
Wcdnesday
:t\Ionday ....
7.30 .ao
K:15 10.5
7.30 10.0
7.:l0 10.0
25
2l
21
10
G. A. Watson; H. Thornton.
G. A. Watson; H. Thornton.
G. A. Watson; R. Thornton.
P. O'CalIaghan.
44K
SECO~D YEAR.
Inorganic Ch mistry, Lecture
Chemical Analysis--II
Physics--Il. A.
MoudaY ..
Tuesday .
)IOnday
Wednesday
9. 5· 10.5
7.30 10.0
7.309. 0
7.30-10.0
25
22
22
9 &: 10
G. A. Watson.
G. A. Watson.
G. A. WalMn.
P. J. O'Callaghan.
!5K
THIRD YEAR.
Inorganic eh mistry, Lecture ....
Chemical Analysis-Ill
Physics Il, B.
Thursday
Fric1nY
Thursday
Wed.
7.30 -8.30
7.30-10.0
.35-10.5
7.30-10.0
25
22
2~
10
H. Thornton; B. G. Fagan.
H. Thornton; B. G. Fagan.
IT. Thornton; B. G. Fagan.
P. J. O'Callaghau.
46K
1·'0 'RTH YEAR.
Or!lanie (;hcmi try and
Teclmlcal AnalYsis-IY
Thursday
Friday ....
7.30 10.0
7.:10-10.0
22
22
B. G. Faqan; H. Thornton.
B. G. I"agan; H. Thornton,
47K
}'lJo'TH YEAR.
Organic Chcmistry and
AnalYsi!l-V
Thurs., Fri.
Thurs., Fri.
7.30-10.0
7.30 10.0
22
22
B. G. l~agan; H. Thornton.
B. G. Fagan; H. Thornton.
4K
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.
IPhYsiral Chemi'tr~'-Lecture IThursday I7.30 10.0 I 2:3Physical 'l1l'rnistry-Lahoratory ThurodaY 7.:30-10.0 2:1 I'. O'Cal\n.ghn.ll.P O'('alIaghan.
No.
of
Course
SUBJECT Day
20
Hour Room, TB&CllER
50K I Tl'chnical AnalYSis
INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
SPECIALISED COURSES IN TECHNICAL ANALYSIS.
FOOD AND DRUGS.
49K I TC{)hnical AnalYsis .... I Thurs. & Fri. I 7.3D-10.0 I 22 I B. G. Fal(an; H. Thornton
OILS AND FATS•
.... I Thurs. & .ltri. I 7.:1D-10.0 I 22 I B. U. «'agan; H. Thornton
51K I Technical Analysis
GAS MAN~FACTURE •
. I Thurs. & Fri. I 7.30· 10.0 I 22 I B. (;. ragan; H. Thornton.
2~ IJ. H. Fcrgu~n.
10 1'. Whelan .
COURSE FOR DIPLOMA OF VETERINARY STATE MEDICINE EXAMINATION.
52K I Technical AnalYsiH I Thurs. c\:' Fri. I 7.30 10.0 I 22 I B. G. Fagan; IT. Thornton.
TESTING OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS (FUEL OILS AND LUBRICANTS).
53K I Tec'hnical AnalYsis ... I TI,ul'. <I: Fri. I 7.:10- 10.0 I 22 I B. G. lcagan; n. ThorntoIJ.
TECHNOLOGY OF MANUFACTURES
BREWING SCIENCE A D CHEMISTRY OF FERMENTATION.
54K I Lednre and Laboratory .... I :Friday ... I (t 0- >'. 0 I 2:1 I \Y.•r. 1.00h)·.
BAKERY AND MILLING SCIENCE.
55K I I,ccturc and I~'tboratorY I Thurs,lay I 7.:W 10.0 I III I P. Whclan.
INDUSTRIAL BACTERIOLOGY AND ENZYME CHEMISTRY.
56K I Lceturc and I~aboratory .. I Tucsday I 7.30 10.0 I 2:1 I W. ,J. Looby.
MILK PROCESSING AND MILK PRODUCTS MA ·UFACTURE.
57K I I.ectncc and Lal.oratory I .If,.i.. Wcd ..... I >'. Il· 10.0 I 23 I )f. J. Gorman.
CEREAL CHEMISTRY AND FLOUR MILLING TECHNOLOGY.
ISTHUi\1EVIATE COl1RS.I'} Stag". I .I: .Il
5 K I~'Ionr )lIIlinl( Principlcs I)Jon<lay . I7.:10 10.0 I
Millinl( Heicn('(' ... Thursc\(t) .. 7.30- .10.0
.I"INAL COURSE-Stagcd III cl; IV
I~Iillinl( Technolo!!y .. IWcd" 'H<lay59K (',.,.eal ~eicnce .. M(lI,']ay' 17.30 10.0 I 2~ I J. H. I'·crguson.7.:m 10.0 2:1
TECHNOLOGY OF PAINT AND VARNISH MANUFACTURE.
60K I 40cturc and Laboratory' I "cdnc'<Iay I 7.:m 10.0 I 21 I &. A. Watson.
CHEMISTRY FOR PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTO·MECHANICAL PROCESS WORK,
LITHOGRAPHY, ETC.
61K I Lecture ,md LaIJorat,ory ... I Thurfltlay I 7.:10 9.30 I 22 11". NoJan.
CHEMISTRY AND BOTANY FOR SEEDSMEN.
62K I Lecture and Laboratory ... I Thur~c1a~' ... I 7.:1D-9.30 I 23 I w. ,r. Loo1>y.
21'
~o.
of
Course
~CBJE' T Day TEACH~.Jt
MEDICAL CHEMISTRY
63K I)[ellieal ChemistrY L".·t. I Well., Fr;' 17.30-8.30 I 25
Do. Lall. ~;~nday.... 7.30-10.0 ~I
Do. Lall. ... I nllay .... .30-10.0 _l
1'..f. HurleY; D. W. )1orri"Sey.
1'. .T. Hurley; D. W. )Iorri'sey.
P. J. lIurler; 1). W. Il>rrissey.
COURSES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS
• LECTURE CERTIFICATE COURSE IN PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY.
64K
(Septemher to )1ay).
Chemi,!ry alld l'h)·,ie8. r.e ..t.1 )IJll. & Fr~'1 i.:ll) H.30 I
j Do. llo. Lah. )[on. & ~'f1. .:If) 10.0(Optionall
2;; IP. .T. IIllrle\·.
21 1'. ,f. I[llrle)'.
65K
• POST·LECTURE CERTIFICATE COURSES IN PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY.
(September to Fehrllarr; I'd'rllary tn )Jay; )Ia)' to Aup;u,t).
IC'1H'mi"'11 LahoratorY ] ~JOIl .. \V('<I, I i. 0 10.0 I 2l \ 1'. .T. Hurley.(I20 hOIl,.). Thu r,<Ia)·.
PRACTICE COURSES IN PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY,
(~eptemhcr to ,T:IIlllar)'; ,'nllllary to April: ~1:lY to \ugu~t).
66K I Chemical Laboratory lW",!. & 1'hllr:. I ~. 0 W.O I 21 I 1'. .T. ]ludo')'.
• BOTANY.
67K I Botany ...
~ K I )1aterin )1<'dim
(SrptI'mhl'l to 'la)').
I Tllll1"<1a)' I i. 0 .~.:lf)
• MATERIA MEDICA.
(~cptemh"r to 'Iny).
IThur"lny I s.:IO 9.:l(J
PRACTICAL PHARMACY.
2:1 I W. J. Lo,,},)·.
))1', J, shi"'.
69K
(';,'p(.(,lllhcr to ,Tanll:u'Y; ,January to ~[:lY; 'In)' to AUl(Il't.).
I'ra<'lie-nl I)l<lJl .. TI:e~. I i,:lil lO.n I 2~ \ Jo'. ,f. B.\Tr:lll: r )·.
Thur .. J·rl.
LANGUAGE COURSES
IRI H FOR STUDENTS OF SCIENCE AND TECH OLOGY,
70K I Irish I ',eflllesday I . 0-10.0 I 24 I
GERMAN FOR STUDENTS OF SCIENCE A D TECHNOLOGY.
71K IG('rIl1Sln- 1 ""rdw ~da:r I' .() 10.0 11 W,O'Brien.(;(·rulall-JJ Thurs<lay KO 10.0 I :!.'"\ ". O'Brit'n,
· 22
School of ~Radio Telegraphy
DAY AND EVENING COURSES FOR THE TRAINING
AND CERTIFICATION OF RADIO OFFICERS FOR THE
MERCANTILE MARINE A D AIR SERVICES.
DAY COURSE.
----------,._-----
TB.~CJ[ERTime I Roolll
1------~-------
Day~ettion ISUDJECT
I_~.jl. ('.1 Dail)'
Radio Te~hnologY
Practical ltadio
Direction Findinl/
Aircraft Radio
EJectricit~· and )[al/lle-tj,m
Rule" and Rel/ulatiulI"
Aircraft j'roccdurp and
Regulation~.
Monc Code l'ra< tice and
Traffic Workinjl
A.
B.
A.
B.
A.
B.
B.
C.
I.
A.
B.
C.
)Iou.. WNI., TllI,r".
Tues.. WI'<l., Fri.
I )Ion .. W~d., Thurs.
TII~'.. Wpd., Fri.
TUI'sday
Flic1ny
Tl1(·~day. Friday
)Jonday
Tlluffl.dny
WPdllP"day
ThltrS(~ny
Tnc"day. [. rid,,~·
TI'"I'daY .. I)Ionda)'
10.:lO I J.:lO
:l.O 4.0 I
11.30-12.:l0
2.G-3.0
10.30 11.30
10.30 11.30
11.30- 12.:W
2.0 4.0
IO.:JO-12.:W
10.30 12.:W
2.0- 4.0
2.3(~ :l.O
:1.0-4.0
:1.0 4.0
:l.G-4.0
10.0 12.30
2.0- 4.0
11 H. Hodl/ens.
11 11. lIodl/ens.
11 H. Hodl/ens.
11 H. Hodl/ells.
11 H. ]Judgcns.
11 It. HodgPlIs.
n \\. Fl'~an.
4 \Y. F"I/an.
9 W. 1.·Cltall.
0 F. )\olall.
III F Xolall.
I:l .r. HOllnn.
1:1 ,T. HOllan.
l:l J. Hon:m.
1:1 ,J. Honall.
13 ,I. [Jonan.
EVENING COURSE.
, t'BJE( T TE.\( HER
\\,ednl'sday
Te)cl/raphy Practice (inellldilllt handling
of radio·telegrams).
'Technical and I'ra~ti<'1l1 Halii" Dh ""lion
Findinp:.
Electricity and Magnetism
'Alternate ClIn cnt
Lecture and j~ahorntory
(May to JulY).
I )Jonda~-
I WCdnpsday ...
Thursday
~'rida)
::;i:~::~wed. .1
r
i.30-9.:10
i.:l(}-O.:,O
i.:lo- 0.30
1'.0- 10.0
i.:lO O.:lO
i.3G-1O.:lO ,
.J. Y Honan.
.1. Y. Honan.
J. \. Honan.
.J. Y. lIonan.
11. Hodltens.
1'. (j'( allaghan.
I (;. IOlla.
','tudents of DaY ami E\'cnilll! ('our. cs in Radiotelegraphy may at clld tl", ('our,<, ill
Alternat(' Currellt.
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Courses and Syllabuses
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, RADIO TELEGRAPHY,
APPLIED PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.
INTRODUCTORY COURSE (ELECTRICAL).
S~£bject8.
ENOLI.H.
WORKSHOP ARITHME'l'IC.
ELEME TARY SCIENCE, or
PRACTICAL DRAWINO.
ENGLISH.
Grammar: parts of speech, punctuation, letter and essay
writing. notetaking, dictation and reading from technical journals,
lecture.' on Rimple electrical apparatus and machinery.
WORKSHOP ARITHMETIC.
Signs and symbols. factors and powers, G.C.M. and L.C.M.
fraction.. Kimplification and conversion to decimals; decimals
and metric system, percentages, ratio and proportion, units of
length, mensuration of rectangles, parallelograms, triangles, circles,
cylinder and coned; practical method of calculating areas and
volume': units of weight and specific graYity; evaluation of
simple formulae use in electrical engineering.
ELEME TARY S IENCE.
Unit, : length, area, volume and mass. Force and moment of a
force; lever; balance. Density. States of matter and change
of stat. Pressure. Heat and temperature. Centigrade and
Fahrenheit cales. Demonstration of effect of heating solids,
24
,liquid. and gases; expansion, conduction, convection and
radiation. Evaporation and boiling. The Calorie-specific heat.
Di tinction between chemical and physical changes. Study of
nature and action of air. Heating of metals in air; change of
appearance and weight; rusting of iron; meaning of burning or
combustion. Inactive and active con tituent of air. Preparation
of oxygen and examination of its properties. Preparation of
hydrogen and examination of properties. Oxidation of hydrogen.
Action of metals on acid ; sulphuric, nitric and hydrochloric
acids. Elementary ideas on formation of salts with mention of
copper sulphate, ammonium chloride, silver nitrate, and zinc
chloride. Decompoi:lition of water by the electric current and
identification of the products of decomposition; relative amounts
of oxygen and hydrogen evolvcd. Production of an electric
current; using any two dissimilar metals and a mineral acid.
rece.. ary elements of a primary cell. :lliagnetiHIl1; properties of a
magnd; lines of force; magnetic field. Magnetisation of iron. Com-
parison of magnetic properties of soft iron and hard Hteel. Magnetic
field around a straight current-carrying conductor; circular
conductor; solenoid. Pohtrity of solenoid. Electromagnet and
electric bell. Lec1anche and Daniell cells; examination of;
determination of positivc and negative poles; conventional
direction of current; polarisation. Potential: analogy of " head
of water" and "current strength" of water flow with elec-
trical potential and current. Chemical effect of cmrent ; revision'
pa sage of current through acidulatcd water; anodc anq. kathode.
Copper voltameter (expt.). General effect of electrolysis; elec-
trolyte ; Definition of ampcre in termH of electro-dcposition of
copper (silver). Conductors and insulators. R('Histance: ohm
defined. Potential; volt defined assuming Ohm's law). Elcctric
circuit; use of ammeter and voltmeter; general i:ltatement of
Ohm's law. Application of Ohm's law to wholc or part of circuit
The" Polarisation Effect" in ('ells. Secondary cells. Elementary
id('as of "capacity" of an accumulator. Construction of the
commercial storage ccll. ReHistanccs in serics and in parallel.
Resistance of a cell. Calibration of an ammeter (copper volta-
meter). Calibration of a voltmeter (using standard resistance
and ammeter). Measurement of re istance by the ammeter:
voltmeter method. Heating effect of a current. Electrical
25
heating apparatus. Variation of resistance with change of tem-
perature of pure metals, alloys, carbon and electrolytes. Use
of Nichrome, Manganese, etc., in making resistance coils. Joule's
Law; Joule defined; relation between the Calorie and the Joule.
Glow lamp and arc lamps. Electromagnetism and electro-
magnetic induction; Lenz's law.
PRACTICAL DRAWING.
Usc and care of instruments; ,;cales; lettering and simple geo-
metri al exercises on lines and circles; projections of solids;
freehand sketching and measurement of models; methods of
making drawing:; of implc parts of machines and apparatus.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
Subjects.
ELECTRICAL ENnINEERING.
MATHEMATICS, MECHANICS AND DRAWING.
(PHYSICS FOR ELECTRICIAN~).
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
FIR T YEAR.
Phenomena of electric charges and currents; lines of force;
type of magnetic fields; electro magnets, permanent magnets,
and their applications; conductor:; and insulators; difference of
potential; primary cells; volts, amperes and ohms; Ohm's law;
galvanometer' ; ammeter:; and voltmctpr:; : resistance and methods
of mea urement; specific resistance; temperatude co-efficient;
thermal effects of currents; incande cent lamps; attainment of
steady temperature; simple photometry; fuses; heaters and
radiaton;: Joule's, Watt's, and RO.T. units; Coulombs; po-
tential and other factors governing size of cables; description and
grading of cables; electric arc-switches; chemical effects of a
current; electro.deposition; secondary cells and batteries; in-
ternal resistance; divided circuits and currents; grouping of
cells; electro-magnetic induction; park coil; simple action of
the dynamo.
26
SCIENOE, MATHEMATICS, AND DRAWING.
(Physics for Electricians).
Units; ; length, area, volume and mass. Force and moment of
a for ce lever balance; weighing density. States of matter and
change of state. Properties of materials. Strength, hardness,
tenacity, divisibility, ductility, elasticity, poro"ity. Liquids;
capillarity, absorption of water by various materials. Exclusion
of water by impregnation and protective coverings. Solvents
and solutions. Pressure. Heat and temperature. Centigrade and
Fahrenheit scales. Demonstration of effect of heating solid,
liquids and gases. Expansions. Transfer of heat by conduction.
connection and radiation. Evaporation and boiling. Calorie-
specific heat. Distinction between chemical and physical changes.
Study of nature and action of air. Heating of metals in air;
rusting of iron; meaning of burning and combu tion. Inactive
and active constituents of air. Preparation of oxygen and
examination of its properties; oxidation; oxides. Preparation of
hydrogen and examination of its properties. Oxidation of hy-
drogen. Action of metals on acid : sulphuric, nitric, and hyoro-
chloric-acids; salt formation. Decomposition of water by the
electric current; identification of products of decompof\ition.
Production of electric current u ing any two dissimilar metals
and a mineral acid. Revi ion. Force. Work done by a force.
Transformation of Work into Heat. energy. Various forms of
energy. Oonservation of energy. Transformation of chemical
into electrical energy. Transformation of electrical energy into,
variout! forms. Mechanics .-Concrete illustrations of electrical
and mechanical forces: parallelogram of forces; resolving forcel-l ;
triangle and polygon of forces. Moments, parallel force~, centreH
of gravity, loaded beam. Couples. Electrical and mechanical
examples. Mathernatics.-Fractions and decimals: curtailment
of unnecessary figures. Measurement and calcul:1tion of peri-
meters, cross-sectional areaH, surfaces volumes, and weights of
simple details of apparatus in metric and British systems. The
triangle, rectangle, circle, cylinder, cone and frustrum. quare
root. Percentage. Sine, cosine, and values for 0, 30, 45, 60 and
90 degrees. Use of tables. Drawing.-Simple geometrical figures
and hexagons, ellip es and polygons to . cale from ,pecified di-
mensions to illustrate distributing networks.
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SECOND YEAR COURSE IN ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
S~tbject8.
ELECTRICAL E ~GINEERING.
MATHEMATICS.
MACHINE DRAWING.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERI G.
I ECOND YEAR.
Practical unit. for current. voltage, resistance power and
energ} : Ohm'~ la\r: rBistance' in series and parallel; measure-
ment of resistances: Wheatstone hridge: use of megger: ohm-
meter and generator, and voltmeter for measuring instruments;
electrical and mechanical properties of conductors and insu~
latOH!: magnetic induction: simple theory of the dynamo;
construction and function" of different parts of direct current
dynamo: shunt series and compound windings; deduction of
the formulae for generated volts: motors, general principles of
action: starters and regulators: reversal rotation in series;
shunt and compound wound motors: commonly occurring faults
,md wrong connections: secondary cells, installation and main~
tenance, direct current tran.'mi"Rion and distribution circuits:
simple calculations thereon : typeR of electric lamps; illumination
tests and calculation': alternating currents: ingle phase: ele-
mentary theory of construction of alternator: frequency: effect
of self-induction and capacity: lag and lead; choking coil; re-
sistance and impedencc : po\\'er in single-phase circuits, inductive
and non-inductiYe: principle of action of the transformer; A.C.
motor': elementary treatment of th production of a rotating
magnetic field by two and three-pha 'e current in order to
explain the action of induction motors.
MATHEMATICS.
SECO_~D YEAR.
A rithrnetic.-}<'ractions and decimals. Contracted methods.
Use of logarithms alld slide rule. Calculations based on electrical
and physical data.
Algebra. imple equations in one or two unknowns and their
graphicfll solution. Indice's. :Factors. Straight-line law. Use of
formulae.
28
measure.OircularTrigonometry.-Trigonometrical ratios.
Solution of rightangled triangles.
Applications to Mechanics.
The lever, pulley-block, screw-jack, hydraulic press: mechanical
advantage: resultant pull of field-magnet poles upon armature
core; velocity and acceleration; lineal and angular; law con-
necting force. mass and acceleration; work, energy and power;
calculation of brake-horse-power; efficiency; friction; calcu-
lation of brush friction loss.
MAOHINE DRAWING.
SECOND YEAR.
Freehand diagrammatic sketches of electrical apparatus, and
the conventional drawing of circuits and connections, such as those
associated with measuring instruments, storage batteries and
'direct current machines. Freehand and scale drawing"! of bearings,
shaft, armature core, field-magnets, brush holders, switches, and
other simple parts of direct current machines.
THIRD YEAR COURSE IN ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING COURSE.
Y1£bjects.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERI.·(1.
ApPLIED MECHANICS.
POWER PLANTS AND PRODUCERS.
ELEOTRICAL ENGINEERING.-THIRD YEAR.
1}!aterials.-Oonductors; electrical and mechanical properties,
resistivity, conductivity, temperature effects; insulators, pro-
perties, temperature and moisture effects. Electrical Oircuits :
Units; Ohm' law; parallel and ficries circuits; energy; drop in
P.D. in feeders: Kirchoff's laws. .Magnetic !I1aterials.-Pro-
perties of iron and steel; hysteresis and permeability; laws of and
calculations on magnetic circuits. Instruments.-Principles of
types of ammeters, voltmeters, wattmeters and watt-hour-meters;
.calibration and tests; measurement of re,istances; test ets.
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Generators.-Principles of armature windings; armature re-
action and commutation; shunt and series and compound dyna-
mos; losses, operation, tests and characteristics. Motors.-
Principles, force, torque, B.H.P.; series shunt and compound
motors; losses, characteri tic curves, efficiencies and tests; motor
starters, controllers, speed control; parallel running of machines;
batteries: types, maintenance and uses; transmission of power;
boo, ters, balancers, etc. Electrical Lighting.-Lamps; types
u. ed, construction and efficiencies ; principles of photometry and
of illumination. Traction.-Motors used; control, speed-time-
curves, etc.
II.-MECHANICS.-8Eco- D YEAR.
Displacement, velocity and acceleration: motion of a body with
constant acceleration; resolution and composition of velocitiel:l,
accelerations, etc. ; mas and momentum ; force as measured by
the rate of change of momentum; Newton's laws of motion;
kinetic energy and work; units of force and measurem",at;
balances of forces; torque and moments; condition for the equi-
librium of three parallel forces; resolution and composition of
co-planar parallel force : centre of gravity; stable, unstable,
and neutral equilibrium; equilibrium of three forces not parallel
triangle and parallelogram of forces; moments: polygon of forces;
work, energy, power, friction: simple machines, velocity ratio,
mechanical advantage, effici ncy, principle of work; pressure in li-
quid, variations with depth: transmission of liquid pressure,
hydraulic press; pressure on immersed and floating bodies;
density, methods of determining relative densitie. ; relation be-
tween volume and pre sure in gases: atmospheric pres ure.
MATHEMATICS III.-THIRD YEAR.
Indices, logarithms and slide rule; Napierian logs; imple-
eCluatioml, . imultaneous equations, quadratic equations; use of
formulae; miscellaneous problems in solution of triangles:
plotting of functionl:l. Graphic solutions of equations; determi-
nation of mean values and areas. Deduction of laws between two
variables from observed data. Trigonometrical ratios of angles of
any magnitUde. Addition formulae. Slope of straight line and of
a curve. Vectors and elementary applicationl:l of Vector algebra.
to alternate current theory.
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FOURTH AND HIGHER YEARS' COURSES I'
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
Subjects.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
MATHEMATICS.
POWER PLANTS AND PROD"CCBRS.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.-FouRTH AND HWHER YEARS.
General consideration of alternating KM.F. and current:
maximum R.M.S. and average values: inductance, reactance. and
impedance: capacity and conden 'ers: vector. and their appli-
cation to A.C. circuits: power and powpr factor: iron, propertie~
and measurement of lORses in iron: wave forms and harmonies
production of polypha..e currcnts, threc-phase circuitR: power in
polyphase circuits, methods of measurement of power: rotating
fields: transformer; construction, typeH, principles, performance,
teflts; auto-transformcr: principle and llses: transformer con-
nections, phafle.transformation,: : alternators: construction. prin-
ciple, performance and tests: armature windings. common
types; synchronous motor". principles. performance and tests:
methods of starting and ..ynchronising: induction motor: con-
struction, types, principles and performance: vector and circle
diagrams, teRt : rotary converter: principle, voltaae. ratios, per-
formance and URes: commutator motors: general principles of
operation; repulsion motors: principle!; of operation: motor
converters; principles of operation: transmi"sion; ,"oltage drop
due to resistance capacity and inductance: comparison of effi-
ciency of methods of tramlmiflsion.
MATHEMATICS.-FoURTH A.-V HIGHER YEARS.
imultaneous equations of three unknown" : simple cases of the
binomial theorem; value of sin 2..1 and cos 2A in t fins of sin A
and cos A ; value of tan (A+B) in term.' of tan A and tan B :
values of sin A+sin B and cos A + cos 13 in term" of the sines and
cosines of half the sum of difference of A and B; solution of
triangles; sum of the series sine a,sin (a+d)+i:lin (a+2d) ...
to n terms; calculation of hysteric co-efficient from hysteresis
curve of sample of iron: graph of I Aea! sin 1nl: t being time
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and I current: measurement of lope at a point on sine and other
curves such as those representing y=ez and y=eaz ; simple dif-
ferentian with respect to x, of forms such as ax" and ax" ; n being
1, 2, 3, or 4- ; a in x, a cos x, a tan x ; a sin bx, a cos bx, a tan bx;
log x--- imple integration of forms uch as axil and axil in which
n=1, 2, 3, or 4; a sin bx, a cos bx, a sin 2x , a cos 2x-integration
between limits such a i involved in determining area of a half
sine wave, strength of the magnetic field outside a straight
conductor carrying a current,. insulation resistance of a cable,
temp€'rature rise in machine parts.
POWER PLANTS AND PRODUOERS.-FouRTH YEAR.
8team.-Fuel , solid and oil; calorific power; heat transmission
in steam boilers; effects of deposits and incrustation; types of
land boiler : choice of boiler to suit character of fuel, restriction
of space and required output; boiler mountings; superheaters,
economis€'rs, feed water-heaters boiler feed pumps of different
make, injector ; hand stoking, mechanical stokers; natural and
forced draught; testing, examination and upkeep of boilers;
lay-out of a boiler house. Reciprocating Steam Engines.-De-
. cription of present-day types; peculiaritie of high-speed en-
gines used in electrical plants; forced lubrication; valve gears,
and valve setting; governors; governing for special and fluc-
tuating loads; fly-wheels; jet and surface conden el'S; air and
circulating pumps; maintenance of vacuum; cooling towers;
pipe lines, lagging, provision for expansion and drainage; water
hammer: steam traps and separators; connection of boiler and
engine house; lay-out of an electrical generating station; indi-
cator., calculations, I.H.P. and B.H.P.; measurement of feed
and condensing water; steam consumption per I.H.P., RH.P.,
and kilowatt hour. Locomotive Engine.-Oonditions affecting the
design of locomotives; train resistance on the level, on curves
and on inclines; tractive power and draw-bar power; adhcsion
on dry and wet rails; distribution of weight, centre of gravity
and wheel arrangements; balancing for revolving and recipro-
cating masses; valves and valve gears; locomotive boilers;
superheaters and feed water-heaters; special valves, fittings,
lubricators, etc.; vacuum and air brakes. Steam Turbines.-
Types, operation and care of steam turbines; lubrication.
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governing, etc. Internal Combustion Engines.-Description,
starting, operation and care of gas oil engines; indicator dia-
grams, calculations of power, gas and oil consumption per brake
horse-power hour; calorific powers of oils and ga e ; Diesel
engines; the Still and other special engine types. Water Turbines.
-Choice of a particular type; lay-out of hydro-electric plant.
Arrangements will be made at suitable times for visits to power-
houses and important engineering works in the city and vicinity.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN ELECTRICAL
INSTALLATION WORK.
Subjects.
ELECTRICAL WIRING (LECTURES).
ELECTRICAL WIRING (PRACTICAL WORK).
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
PHYSICS FOR ELECTRICIANS.
ELECTRICAL WIRING (LECTURES).-FIRST YEAR.
Electricity.-Elementary principle of electricity and magnetism
.as applicable to installation work. Condensers.-The standard
wire gauge; simple problems relating to current-carrying capacity
and voltage drop in copper wires and cables. Resistance Wires.-
Properties of resistance materials in common use, methods of
winding and connecting resistance spirals and installation of
resistances. Fuse Wires.-Properties of materials in common use;
precautions in installing. Insulators: Porcelain, pure and vul-
canised rubber, paper, slate, marble, fibre, etc.; insulation of
single and twin wires on rubber and paper cables up to ~ square
inch size, or its equivalent. Wiring Systems.-Cleats, insulators,
wood casing, surface wiring, metal piping, and conduits; details
-of handling material, fixing in position, running of wireR; return
systems. Connections to distribution boards cut-outs, ceiling
roses, lamp holders, switches (including two-way and two-way
intermediate switches), fuses; wiring of fittings and other con-
:Buming devices. Testing.-Use of test lamp and detector for
sorting out circuits; pole finding. Bells.-Installation of electric
bells and simple indicators. Lamps.-Carbon and metal fila-
ment lamps; currents and voltages required. Electrical Ma-
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(;hinery.-Principles of the action of C.C. dyna~os and motors.
Buildings.-Precautions when cutting away for installation work
in buildings. Plans.-Plotting out runs of wires and cables on
plan provided.
ELECTRIcAL WIRI G (PRACTICAL WORK).
FIRST YEAR.
Methods of handling wire and cable; soldering iron and blow
lamp; methods of tinning and heating f1.uxes; sweating and
preparing thimbles and lugs; making the following joints:
Running, end to end, T and Y in 1-18, 3/22, 7/16, 19/16; con-
necting to ceiling rose , switche , sockets, and other accessories;
methods of connecting f1.exibles; insulating joints; preparation
of ends; looping in; cutting, screwing, and bending metal pipes
.and conduit ; bending and connecting up metal-sheathed wires.
ELECTRIcAL ENGINEERING AND PHYSICS FOR
ELECTRICIANS.-Frn T YEAR.
Bee Syllabuses under First Year Course in Electrical Engineering.
SECOND AND THIRD YEAR COURSES IN
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK,
Subjects.
ELECTRICAL WIRING (LECTURES).
ELEC'l'RICAL WIRING (PRACTICAL WORK).
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERI G.
MACHINE DRAWING.
ELECTRICAL WIRING (LECTURES).
SECOND AND THIRD YEARS.
In addition to the subjects of First Year the following will be
dealt with : Wiring Rules of the Institution of Electrical En-
gineers and Regulations of the Home Office; insulation testing
with ohm-meter and generator, or other testing instruments;
location and repair of faults; details of cables, switches and cut.
.outs in general use and carrying capacities; rating of fuses;
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connecting-up motors and dynamos and methods of altering
speed and rotation; three-wire ystem and lamp and power con-
nections thereon; care and maintenance of secondary batterie ;
more extended knowledge of principles governing earthing of
metal portions of installations; precautions to be taken against;
unsuitable switches, fittings, etc.; insufficient earthing of iron
piping, motors, etc.; dampness in exposed cables or out ide
wiring; vulcanising concentric and other special systems; drawing
up wiring schedule for small in tallation; erection and running
of small isolated plants, incluing oil or gas engine. dynamo,
and secondary battery; principles and connections of electrical
cooking and heating apparatus, signs and flashers, time switches,
and small motor-driven appliances; energy consumed by electric
cooking and heating apparatus and advantages or disadvantages
compared with other means of heating and cooking-wiring up and
connecting simple telephones and inter-communication systems.
Drawing.-Plans, elevations, sections and dimensioned sketches
roughly to scale.
ELECTRICAL WIRING (PRACTICAL WORK)
SECOND AND THIRD YEARS.
More advanced work on the matters included in the Syllabu
for the First Year, and in addition: Joints on cables up to ~
square inch sectional area; jointing and connecting lead-covered
cables, including Y.R. or paper insulated concentrics; making
and installing fuses of various capacites ; wiring of more complex
circuits; working and connecting up of metal-sheathed wires,
and cable ; making of working sketches from diagram'.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.-SEco D YEAR.
See Syllabus under Second Year Course in Electrical Engineering.
CABLE JOINTING.
FIRST AND HIGHER YEARS.
Low tension, high tension amI extra high tension cables. Con-
centric cables. Preparation of ends for jointing. Strltight through
joints on L.T. single core, twin core, 3-core and 4-core cables.
Tee-joints on above. Making of sleeves for joints. Correct method
of filling sleeves with insulating compound. Joints on single core,
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twin core, 3-core, and 4-core concentric cables. Joints on H.T.
and E.H.T. cables.
ELECTRIC WELDING.
J!'IRST A.-D HIGHER YEARS.
Details of equipment: care and maintenance of plant; pre-
cautions in use. Correct sizes of f'lectl'Odes and current density
for various purpo es. Electric arc travel for various kinds of work.
Types of joints and their preparation for arc welding. Perpen-
dicular line of welding and o,rerhead welding. Cntting with the
arc. Jointing of plates, bars and tubes.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN TECHNICAL TELEGRAPHY.
, ubject .
TECHNICAL TELEGRAPHY.
:MAGNETI ;\1 A~D ELECTRICITY.
TEOHNICAL TELEGRAPHY.-FmsT YEAR.
Preliminary. Fundamental principles of l\1agneti m and Elec-
tricity in their application to Telegraphy.
Batterieq. Primary Batteries, wet and dry: their compo-
sition and chemistry. Simple calculations relating to special
combination' of cells: potential drop in a battery, and the effect
on circuits connected thereto; te ting and maintenance of
Leclanche primary batteries. Secondary batteries; construction
and application to telegraph working.
Telegraph Instruments. The construction of permanent and
electro-magnets : simple calculations relating to electro-magnet .
The principles and construction of the following apparatus:
Sounders (ordinary and polarised), keyb. relays and simple
switches: galvanometers: single current and differential; re-
sistanc coils, gauge and kind of wire used, methods of winding and
insulating, and effect of temperature' variation: shunts and their
uses: conden er and their u es in the simpler telegraph systems.
In pection, testing and adjustment of telegraph instruments.
Telegraph Lines.-Overhead. Pr servative treatment of poles
and tim h r: pole fittingR, braek t:::, immlatorR. various type
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and their use, erection of poles. Types of wire employed, pro-
perties and use of hard drawn copper, bronze and iron. Method
of erecting ,vires; jointing wires. Aerial cables: types, their uses.
and methods of erecting. Insulated wires used in overhead con-
struction. Methods of leading in.
Telegraph LineH.-Underground. Iron and earthenware single
and multiple way conduits; pipe bends and couplings. Manhol
and joint box construction. Types of cable lIRed for main and local
circuits: jointing wireR, twisted and soldered joints; numbering
wires and joints: drying joints: plumbing; pre'sure tel>ting and
desiccating.
Internal Wiring. Termination of internal cables on main
frames. ClasscR of wir m;cd and general wiring scheme of large
tt'legraph offic s.
Telegraph SystemR. The Rimrler systems of manual tele-
graphy, including single and double cun nt duplex, universal
battery system and ccntral battery working. 8impl methods of
cable telegraphy.
Te ting Instruments. D tectors, galvanometerR for testing
purposes. Wheat tone bridge. Simple line tests for conductor
resistance, insulation re. istance, disconneetions, arths and con-
tacts. Localisation of faults on lines and apparatus.
Prot.ective Devices. Methods of protecting lines, submarine
cahle. and apparatus frolll (a) lightning. (b) power circuit.
MAG ETISM A D ELECTRICITY.
Magnets and magnctic suhstan cs. Action of magnets on one
another. orth and Routh poleR, consequent polel> and magnetic
axis of a magnet. Laws of magnetic force.
Magnetic field. Line.' of force; their dclineation by iron filings
01' a mall COJ11IJaSl>.
:Magnetic induction. Magnctic qualities of hard ste I and soft
iron; permeahility, I' tentivit~, 'oercive fon-e. Effects of the
intl'Oduction of "oft iron into a magnetic field.
Methods of magnetisation by permanent magnets. Distri-
bution of magI) tisl11 in magnctH. Effect of hreaking or Sllh-
dividing a, magnet. EfTcct of the k eper of a magnet on th
di..triblltion of the lin('" of force.
•
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Terre, tial magnetism; declination; dip. Ea,rth's magnetic
force; horizontal and vertical components of the force. Magnetic
poles and equator; magnetic meridian. General explanation of
the behaviour of the compass and dip needle on the as, umption
that the earth is a magnet.
Electrification by friction; positive and negative electrification;
simultaneous developments of positive and negative charges in
equal quantities. Attraction and repul ion. Elcctric charge or
electric quantity. Th gold leaf electro cope. Laws of electric
attraction and repnl. ion.
Conductors. Non-conductors.
Di:;tribution of electricity on conductor,'; electric d nsity :
action of points. Hollow conductor,'.
Difference of potential. Analogies with temperature, level and
prcs,;ure. 'York don by. or against, plectric forces. El ctric
field. El c,tro..tatic capacity.
Electrostatic induction. Leyden jar and plate conden er.
Electrophoru~. Frictional electric machine. Influence machines.
Electric di. charge.
Practical unit of capacity. Condens rH in series and in parallel.
Electromotive force. Potential differ nee. Electric current.
• imple voltaic cellb. Local action and polarisation. Constant
celk General description of th chcmical action taking place in
the more common forms of cells.
The electric circuit, r sistance ; simple analogies with hydraulics.
Relation between the resistance of a wire and its physical di-
m nHionH. Ohm" law and its application to 'imple circuits.
Unitf' ; amp re, coulomb, volt, ohm. Ammeter; voltmeter. Re-
sistances in series and in parallel. Cells in series and in parallel.
ElertrolysiH. 'opper and water voltameters.
Electrolysii:l. Coppr and water voltam ter·. Electric power;
watt, joule. Th hating effect of a current in a conductor;
calorie.
Ma<Jnetic fi Id due to a current in a straight wire, circular coil
and sol noid. Oer..ted's experiment. Ampere's and Maxwell's
rul H. Galvanom ter. Forc s acting on needle of galvanometer.
Astatic needl s. :Moving oil in..trument...
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Electro-magnets. Ampere turns and permeahility of core. Use-
of soft iron and hard steel. Elementary conception of magnetic
circuit.
Electro-magnetic induction; induction of electro-motive forces
by moving conductors in magnetic fields; induction of E.M.:F. in
secondary circuit by Rtarting and stopping the current in a
neighbouring primary circuit; induction coil; self-induction.
SECOND YEAR COURSE IN TECHNICAL
TELEGRAPHY.
Subject.
TECHNICAL TELEGRAPHY.-SE o~ D YEAR.
Construction.-Testing of materials employed; aerial lines:
factor of safcty ; stresses on :rol " ; static and kinetic strr8s s on
wires; law conn cting saer and stress; regulation of wires; under-
ground line!;; modern practice, submarine lineH; munufac·ture,
laying and repairing internal wiring- of large telegraph office.
Telegraph Instrumenls.-Wheatstone apparatuH, ererd, Hugh ",
Baudot, the siphon recorder, the undulator and cable relays;
general principles of conRtrnction. Telegraph SlIslems.-Wheat-
ston, quadruplex, t)1) -printing telegraphH; concentration;
inter-communication and common hatt ry systems; methods of
working long submarine cahles; superimposed circuits; simul-
taneous telegraphy and telephony. Repeaters.-Principles of,
simplex and duplex; forked and divided quadruplex. Tele-
graphic Transmission.-Effects of caparity and inductance in
circuit!> ; method of reducing, compensating for, and eliminatin<r
same; laws governing the speed of working on long aerial, under-
ground and submarine lines. Testing.- Whcatstonc bridge;
tangent, ballistic and reflecting galvanometers; ammeter ;
voltmeters; bridg megg I' ; theory, com;truction and method of
Hi" ; locali. ation of earth!>, ontactH and disconn ctions on line
wires; capacity, resistance, inductancr and inHulation measure-
ment; measurement of resistance and E.M.F. of battcrie.
Wireless (or Radio) 'l'elegraphy.-Theory; principal systelllS in
use; construction of aerial gear; transmitting and r ceiving
apparatus; wave measurinO' devices. _ilIiscellaneous.-Variable-
period of a current; Hehnholtz's equations; Kirchoff's and
Maxwell's laws; electro-magnet coils, . imple formulae for;
suitable illustrative diagrams will be systematically introduced.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN TECHNICAL TELEPHONY.
• ub.1ect.
TECH.'ICAL TELEPHONY.
:M:aG~'ETISl\1 .tL D ELECTRICITY.
TECHNICAL TELEPHONY.-FrnST YEAR.
Preliminary. Fundamental principles of Magnetism and
Electricity in their application to Telephony.
Batteries. Primary batteries, wet and dry; their composition
and chemistry. Simple calculations relating to Rpecial combi,
nations of cells; potential drop in a battery, and the effect Oil
circuits connected thereto; testing and maintenance of Leclanch6
primary batterie". I cOlldary batteries; con truction and appli-
cation to telephone working.
Tel phone Instruments. Th construction of permanent and
electro-magnets; implL, calculations relating to electro-magnets.
The elementary theory of the el ctrie transmis -ion of sound. The
various transmitters and receivCl . in common u e ; induction coil:,
repeating coils, transformers, impedance coils, keys, lamps, jacks,
cords, plugs, indicators, condensers and other minor apparatu. ;
ma~neto and trembler hells; magneto-generator and vibrator;
magneto and C.B.S. 'ub cribcrs' in ·trument-; construction,
principle , and application of the foregoing apparatu .
Telephone Lines.-Overhead. Preservative treatment of poles
and timb I' ; pole fittings, hracketR, insulators, various typ Rand
their useR: erection of poles. Types of wire employ d, pr pcrti<.'R
and use of hard drawn copper and bronze. Method of erecting
wires, jointing wires. Aerial abIes; type. , their us and mpthod
of erectin '. Insulated wir<.'s used in overhead construction,
bridle wire, bronze parallel wire; distribution poles; fittings for
house attachments. Tools and safety appliance.
Telephone Lines.-Underground. Iron and earthenware single
and multiple way conduitR ; pipe hends and couplings; manhole
.and joint box omMuction; types of cable for trunk and local
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working; jointing wires, twisted and soldered joints; numbering
wires and joints; drying joints, plumbing; pressure testing and
dcsiccating.
Telephone Sytcms. The impler systems of telephony, in-
cluding magneto and central battery signalling; hou e tele-
phon~ ; multiple jack!:>, branching and eries arrangement;
operator's telephone circuits, cord circuits, junction circuits;
magneto and C.B.S. exchanges. The principles of central battery
working; the principles of trunk working. The u. e of main and
intermediate distributing frames. Various types of mall switch-
boards.
Testing Instruments. Detectors, galvanometers for testinO'
purpotles, Wheatstone bridge. Simple line teHts for conductor
resistance, insulation resistance, disconnections, earths and
contactc'. Locati. ation of fault on lines and apparatus.
Protcctivc Devices. Methods of protccting lines, submarine
cables and apparatus from (a) lightning, (b) power circuits.
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRWITY.
(See Syllabus Jor First Year Technical Telegraphy).
SECOND YEAR COURSE IN TECHNICAL TELEPHONY.
81tbjecl.
TECR reAL TELEPRONY.-SECOND YEAR.
('onstruction.-Te ting of materials employed: aerial line':
modern practice: stresses on pol s : fltatic and kinetic stresses on
wires, law connecting sag and stress, regulation of wires: factori4
of afety; underground and submarine lines, modern practice.
Telephone Apparol1'/'s.-Construction and theory of telephonic
apparatus generally, methods of use and maintenance, variou.
forms of transmitterH and receiv rs, tCdts for effi ipncy, sllb-
scribers' f'ets. Telephone SY8te1ns.-Manual Exchanges; magneto
and common battery, complete multiple, partial multiple, divided
multiple, transfer, method of ringing, engaged tests; lay-out of
exchange', equipment, including framcs, rack;;, ection, de:k',
apparatus and pow l' plant; automatic exchange,', general
principl ;; of; party lin system;;; circuit.- exchange equipment,
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subscribers' station equipment; private branch exchanges.
" house" systems, pay stations, coin-collecting boxes; junction
circuits; method. of working between local exchanges in same
area and between trunk and Local exchanges-trunk circuits~
exchang equipment, circuit, methods of working, signalling,.
recording calls; super-imposed or multiplex circuits; simul-
taneous telegraphy and telephony on the same wires, practical
systems and theory of. Telephonic Transmission.-Limiting
factors; attenuation and distortion; loading; Pllpin's and other
formulae; effects of leakage; conductance; comparative effi-
ciencies of wires of various materials and gauges, open, under-
ground and i:lubmal'ine. Testing.-Wheatstone bridge; tangent;
ballistic and refipcting galvanometers; ammeters; voltmeters;
theory, construction and methods of use; localisation of earths,
contacts and dii'.lConnections on line wires; capacity, resistance,
inductance and insulation measurements; measurement of re-
sistance and E.M.F. of batteries; Post Office Morning Test system
(for long-distance lines). Miscellaneous.-Kirchoff's and Max-
well's laws ; electro-magnet coils, simple formulae for telephone
repeaters. Suitable illu. trative diagrams will be 'ystematically
introduced.
TELEGRAPHY.-MORSE SOUNDER PRACTICE.
In this class instruction will be given in the manipulation of
the Morse Sounder and the reception and transmission of messages,
up to the i:lpeed required by the Post Office. Instruction will also
be given in POi:lt Office telegraphic regulations, signalling pro-
cedure, etc.
TELEGRAPHY.-BUZZER PRACTICE.
This UlaHI') provide training in the manipulation of the Morse
Signalling Kcy and in the reception of the Morse Uode using
Headgear Telephones. and meets the requirements of Wireless
Operators wishing to qualify for higher speeds in telegraphic
working, and also thos dpsiring to acquire the Amateur Radio.
Experimental Transmitting Permit.
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INSTRUMENT MAKING AND LABORATORY ARTS.
INSTRUMENT MAKING.-FmsT A D HIGHER YEARS.
Materials.-Metals, alloys, woods, insulating materials; me-
-chanical properties of each and suitability for different purposes.
Tools.-Varieties and uses; making and setting; defects and treat-
ment. Processes.-Filing, bending, soldering, welding, polishing,
lacquering, surface finishing, drilling, tapping, silvering. Lathe
Work.-Turning, tapering, bevelling, mill-heading, . crew-cutting.
Fine Work.-Use of phosphor-bronze and quartz filaments;
mounting of spider threads; silvering of glass. Design and
Construction of Instruments.-General mechanical principles;
levers, springs, screws, periodic and aperiodic, ballistic and dead-
beat system; dimemlions and proportions, workmanship and
finish. Weighing Scales.-Con iderations of range of reading;
factors determining sensitivity; precision and accuracy; systems
of control; gravity, tension, torsion, spring. Special Work.-
Construction of fixed and variable inductances, conden. ers and
other parts for wirele s receiving sets; design and construction of
panels and witchboards for uch sets using two, three or more
valves; general assembling of all component parts of wireless
ystem .
GLASS BLOWING OF TECHNICAL APPARATUS.
Preliminary Considerations.-Tools, blowpipe, files and knives,
flame, cleaning of glass.
General Operations .-Cutting soft gla , cutting hard glass,
concentric capillaries, constricting a tube, rotation of the tube,
flanging, bending glas .
Elementary Services.-Joining tubing end to end (equal bore),
joining two tubes (unequal bore), T -pieces and angle joints, bulb
at end of tube, bulb in middle of tube.
More Advanced Exercises.-Spinning glass, thistle funnel, let-
through joint, gas-washing tube, suction pump, capillary tUbes,
thermometers, joints in position, cross joints, joints on thin glass,
or glasse of different hardness, U-tube.
Special Operations.-Condensers, spirals, cone-and-socket joint
cylindrical dewar-vcssels, silvering of glas., . imple manipUlations
with hard glass in the oxygen flame, glass-to-metal seals and
joints, electrodes, copper to glass joint..
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SCHOOL OF RADIO
TELEGRAPHY
EQUIPMENT.
The chool i fully equipped 'with modern Marine and Aircraft
Radio Apparatu, including a q K.W. LC.W./C.W. Marine
Tran. mitter, a Marconi Type AD41 Aircraft Transmitter, standard
types of Marine and Aircraft valve receivers, and complete
Diredion Finding Apparatus.
INSTRUCTION.
The Course of Training is arranged to prepare students in the
shortest pos. ible time for the Examinations of Proficiency in
Radio telegraphy and Radiotelephony. The instruction consists
of Lectures and Practical Work in Technical Electricity, Technical
Radiotelegraphy and Radiotf'lephony, and Direction Finding,
with practice on the Marine and Aircraft Apparatus specified
above, and includes training in sending and receiving in the
Morse Code, operating procedure and the handling of traffic, and
in the Rnles and Regulations for Radio Operators including the
Q- 'od, and typewriting.
CO RSES.
Day and Evening Cour.'e are provided. Students of the Day
Cour..e attend each day from 10-12.30 and 2-4. Students of
the Evening Course attend each evening from 7.30 9.30, except
Saturday evening. See Time Tables, page 20.
FEES.
The Fees, which cover tuition in all subjects up to obtaining the
State 'ertificate of Pronci ncy, are as follows:
DAY COUR ES.
Marine Operators' Certificate Course
Aircraft Operator ' CerWi ate Course
Corn bincd Course
..... £12
12
16
o 0
o 0
o 0
EVENING COURSE..
Marine Operators' Certificate Course £4 0 0
Aircraft Operators' Certificate Caul' e .j. 0 ()
-Combined Course .3 0 0
The payment of Fees may be made in advance or a follows:
.Day CouTse Fee .-A payment of Four Pounds on Enrolment and
thereaft I' of Four Pounds at the commencement of earh
subsequent term until the full fee iR paid.
Evening CouTse Fe s.-A payment of Two Pounds on Enrolment
and thereafter of One Pound at th commencement of each
. ubsequent term until the full fee is paid.
ADMISSION.
Students are expected to have a good general education, with
~pecial attention to handwriting, . pIling, geography, arithmetic
up to square root, algebra up to quadratic equations, elementA of
trigonometry.
SCHOOL SESSIO .
The School of Wirele. s Telegraphy is conducted independently
of the other clas es in the Technical chools, and is open all the
year, with the u. ual holidays at Christmas, Easter and Summer.
Students are admitted at all periods. The u. ual time taken to
train for Examination i' about 1 months in the Day chool, and
proportionately longer in the Evening Course.
MARINE RADIOTELEGRAPHY AND
RADIOTELEPHONY.
.SYLLABUSES OF THE STATE EXAM! ATIO FOH,
THE CERTIFICATION OF MAIUNE RADIO OFFICER .
(1) It is necessary for persons operating wireless tel graph
,apparatu on board ship r gistered in Eire which are :mbject to
the prov;i ion of the Merchant hipping (WirclesR T learaphy)
Act, 1919, and the Merchant Shipping ( afety and Load
Lin Conventions) Act, 1933, to hold eith r a 1st or 2nd 'la:s
-Certificate of proficiency issued by the Mini ter fOl' Po-;ts and
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Telearaphs in accordance with the General Radiocommunication
Regulations annexed to the International Telecommunication
Convention, 1937.
The :First CIa s Certificate foltates that the holder pos . es the
following qualifications :-
(a) Knowledge of the general principle of electricity, of th
theory of radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony, and of the practical
adjustment and operation of all apparatu (spark C.W., LC.W.,
and D.F.) and accessory apparatu' used in the ship's service.
(b) Tran 'mitting and receiving by ear, me sages in plain
language at a speed of 25 words a minute, and in code groups at a
speed of 20 group' a minute.
(c) Sending and Receiving .poken me ages clearly by
telephone apparatus.
(d) A detailed knowledge of the Regulation applying to the'
exchange of radiotelegraph traffic, of the documents relative to the
charges for radiotelegram , and t'f the radiotelegraph part of the
R gulations for the Safety of Life at Sea.
(e) A knowledge of the principal maritime navigation routes.
and of the most important wire and wirele s rout s of the world ..
(2) In order to qualify, candidates will be required:
(a) To folenrl for each test on an ordinary Morse key for thre
con ecutive minute: at not less than the prescribed speed five
letter' or characters counting a one word or group. The accuracy
of ignalling, the correct formation of the characters, and the
eorrectne:s of spacing will b tak n into account.
(b) To receive Morse . ignals for three consecutive minute
at the pre:cribed speed. from a double headgear telephone re-
ceiver ordinarily u ed for radio-telegraph reception, and to tran -
erihe them legibly.
(c) To send and receive traffic by means of t 1 phone
apparatuH.
(d) To have a theoretical and practical knowledge of the
operation, adjuRtment and maintenance of Hpark C.W., I.C.W., and
D.F. apparatuH.
(e) To have a theoretical and practical knowledge of the
o]wl'Iltion, adjustment and maintenancc of thc accessory apparatu '
l'uch as motor-gen rato!' setH, storage hatteriel:l, etc.
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(f) To have the necessary knowledge to make, with the
means that would be available on board a' ship, the repairs of
damaged apparatu .
(g) To know the principal wire and wirele s routes of the
world, as indicated in the relative publications issued by the
International Office of the Telegraph Union, Berne, and the
principal maritime navigation routes of the world.
(3) The practical examination on the apparatus specified in
ection 2 (d) above will include:
(a) Connecting-up apparatus.
(b) Regulating and adju ting apparatus.
(c) Tracing and clearing faults.
(d) Repairing defective apparatus.
(e) Using D.F. apparatus to obtain bearings.
(j) Operating (sending and receiving).
(g) A test on commercial working, exchanging traffic as
between a ship and other ship stations, and between a ship and
a shore station.
(4) The theoretical examination will consist of two papers.
Two hours will be allowed for the first, and three hours for the
econd paper. These papers will consist of comprehensive
questions under the following headings :-
Magnetism general el ctrical principles. Atmospheric elec-
tricity. Condensers. Primary and secondary cells. Direct alter-
nating and oscillatory currents. Electro-magnets. Electro-
magnetic induction. Measuring Instruments, transformers.
Motors, dynamos, alternators and converters. Valves; charac-
teristics; installation and operation of Spark, C.W. and LC.W.
transmitting installation : principles, apparatus, circuits, adjust-
ments, maintenance. Receiving apparatus : principles, circuits,
adjustments, maintenance. Emergency installations. Ether
waves. Aerials. Radiotelephony, tran mitting and receiving
apparatus; principles, circuits, adju tments, maintenance. Di-
rection finding apparatus: principles, circuits, adjustments, main-
tenance. Auto-alarm devices : principles, adjustments, main-
tenance. Wave-meters.
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The standard of theoretical knowledge required from a candi-
date for a First Class Certificate calls for a sound grasp of the-
theoretical principles and of the practical methods of appli-
cation thereof. The candidate's mathematical knowledge should
include algebra up to imple equations, elementary graphs and the
elements of trigonometry. Questions in the written tests dealing
with the practical application of general principles will have
reference to one or other of the commercial sets fitted in merchant
ships.
(5) The examination in the Radiocommunication Regulation
will be based upon the rules contained in the Handbook for lVireles
Telegraph Operators.
The commercial working te t will include the preparation of
mes ages for transmi:sion ; insertion of preambles, charges, routes;
order of transmis ion; ,tran mission and reception of messages at
the prescribed spe dB ; log keeping; procedure signals.
(6) The
for the Second Class Certificate
coven; generally that for the First Class Certificate. The theo-
retical examination consists of one paper only, and lower standard
in transmis ion and reception are prescribed, viz: Plain
language, 20 words per minute; code, 16 groups per minute.
CERTIFICATION OF, AIRCRAFT RADIO OFFICERS.
EXAMINATION SYLLABUSES.
MORSE RECEIVING.-The reception tests will be conducted on a
valve oscillator circuit and will corre, pond to the following speeds:
Plain language 20 words per minute.
Code 16 groupi:l per minute.
Cypher 10 groups per minute.
PLAIN LA GUAGJ<:.-This s ction of the r ceiving test will
conHiHL of a passa~(' of 300 charactCl'H to he l'('ceived in thre
minute '. Mixed punduatiolls and figure:-; ,~ill be included (nor-
mally . i.' of each), a figure or punctuation counting as two char-
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:acters. An interrupted signal will be superimposed on the actual
Mol'. e signal throughout this test in order to simulate" wireless
interference." The note of the interfering signal will be of a
·different pitch and of half the intensity of the Morse signal.
CODE.-This section of the receiving test will consist of 4,
'five-letter groups to be received in 3 minutes.
CYPHER.-This section of the receiving test will consist of 15
five-figure groups to be received in 11 minutes.
During the code and cypher sections of the receiving test the
interfering signal will be suppressed, and a local motor generator
set will be put into operation in order to simulate "engine
noise interference."
MORSE SE DING.-The candidate will be required to send
imilar tests as detailed in the previous section (above). The
interfering signal will be suppre sed during the sending tests; but
the local motor generator will be put into operation throughout
-the code and cypher ections of the test..
PRACTICAL COMMU TICATIO TESTS.
1. By Radiotelephony.
This test will be conducted on a line telephone circuit. The
candidate will be supplied with a complete" Head- et," and a
" Send-Receive" switch. He will be required to carry out an
" imaginary flight" over a recognised civil air route and to make
such call· as may be selected by the examining officer, 'who will
take the part of the" Ground Stations." A local motor generator
et will be in operatiom throughout thi test in order to bimulate
engine noise. The speech quality and strength, local noises and
general method of conducting the test will be so arranged a to
somewhat represent actual working conditions. Typical examples
~f the call to be made, and procedure to be carried out are as
:follows:
Reporting departure. Requesting D.F. assistance. Ob-
taining meteorological information. Po ition report. Trans-
mitting distress, urgency and. afety signals. The international
phonetic alphabet, etc.
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2. By Radiotelegraphy.
This test will be similar to the Radiotelephony Communication
test (above), except that all communications will be carried out by
Morse code. The candidate will be expected to keep a detailed log
of communications in this section. The test will be conducted
on a valve oscillator circuit, and local" wireless" and" engine
noise" interference will be superimposed on the Morse signaJs
during part of the test.
PROCEDURE AND REGULATIONS.
Under this section candidates will be expected to have a good
knowledge of the following :
A.P. 1529 (Q code) with special reference to General Operating
Signals, Direction Finding, Meteorological and" QBI " Signals,
and common abbreviations used in the Aircraft Radio Services.
The P.M.G. Handbook for Wireless Operators (Sections applicable
to Aircraft Radio Services). The main European Air Routes.
The main European Aircraft Radio Stations and Call Sign '. The
main radio communication areas in the United Kingdom (precise
boundaries not required). Correct procedure for ,estahlishing
communication with short range stations situated in main COlll-
munication areas. Principal wavelengths (or frequencies) to be
used. Q.B.I. routine. Order of priority of communications. Pro-
cedure during distress traffic. Condition justifying tl'ammission
of Distress, Urgency, or Safety Signals. Brevity of communi- .
cations. Obligation to obtain all possible available information
prior to departure. D.F. assistance available. Classification and
types of D.F. bearings and positions. Reliability of D.F. as:iR-
tance (Day and right). Procedure if Receiver fails. Procedure
if Transmitter fails. Relati,ve responslbilities of Commander and
Radio Operator, Licence requirements for installation and
operation of radio apparatus on aircraft. General knowledge of
communication regulations, Knowledge of the publications and
notices giving details of mo,'t of the information required under
this section, etc.
AIRCRAFT RADIO INSTALLATIOKS.
(Practical and Oral Tests on Standard Aircraft Appamtus.)
The tests under this section will be framed with a view to
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testing the candidate's ability to operate the apparatus. The-
candidate will be required to demonstrate the following :
1. Ability to tune the receiver to any required wavelength (or
frequency, and adjust same for the correct reception of
Radiotelegraphy (C.W. and LC.W.) or Radiotelephony.
Actual WjT and RjT transmissions must be tuned in by the
candidates, particular attention being paid to the correct
u e of reaction where this is incorporated in the equipment.
-.2. Ability to tune the transmitter to any required wavelength
(or frequency) and adjust same for the correct transmission
of WjT RjT or LC.W. Particular attention will be paid to
the candidate' ability to make rapid correct alterations in
wavelength. Normally these tests must be carried out
without the use of a calibration chart.
3. Knowledge of switchboard operation and em rgency
working (where this is incorporated in the equipment).
4. Name the main components and explain briefly their
function.
5. Detect and rectify simple faults in the apparatus and
accessory equipment.
6. Correct method of connecting L.T. or H.T. to radio ap-
paratus when necessary, etc.
NOTE.-The operation of the transmitter and receiver controls
may be either by remote or direct control. Candidates should be-
familiar with both methods.
AIRCRAFT RADIO L- TALLATlO. S.-ACCESSORY' EQUIPMENT
~
A.-D GEKERAL RADIO THEORY.
(1) Practical and Oral Tests.
A practical knowledge of the following : Accessory aircraft radio
equipment, including power plant accumulators, aerials (types and
utility) and methods of changing over (ncce ity for retuning),
aerial winche. Aerial loading coil -. Fairleads. Earth connec-
tion. How to " earth' aerials. Routine in vicinity of electro-
Rtatic storms. Signs of approaching electrostatic storm. Bonding.
Screening. Remote control::;. Elementary tests of valves, batteries,
condensers, etc. Use of voltmeter. U e of ammeter. Practical
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idea of values of main components (i.e. tuning condensers, etc.).
Practical methods of increa ing or decreasing wavelength of aerial
circuits. Telephones. Microphones (as used on aircraft). Adju-
justment of Direction Finding apparatus and the taking of
bearings.
(2) Written Test.
The syllabus includes all the matters prescribed for the Theo-
retical Examination for the First Class Certificate (Marine), to-
gether with the following: Aircraft Radio Power Unit ; simplified
theoretical diagrams of Aircraft Transmitters and Receivers;
Master Oscillators (elementary principles) ; elementary theory of
Direction and Position Finding: general D.F. Assistance avail-
able for Aircraft; Homing Devices; Aircraft Radio Beacons;
Aircraft Approach and Landing Systems.
PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN GENERAL PHYSICS.
Subjects.
GENERAL PHYSICS
MATHEMATIC .
GENERAL PHYSrcS.-FrnST YEAR.
Measurement of length, area, volume; motion; mas ; force;
ewton's laws; measurement of force; graYitation principles of
tatics ; moments; principles of dynamics; rotation, elementary
ideas on moments of inertia; elasticity and strength of materials;
stretching, binding, twisting; simple periodic motion; vibration;
principles of fluid pressure and applications; principle of Archi-
medes and applications; density determinations; flotation;
atmo pheric pressure; Boyle's law; thermometry: measurement
of high and low temperatures; expan ion of solids, liquids, gases;
measurement of heat quantities; specific heats; fusion; latent
heat; vaporisation; vapour pressure; study of steam, hygrometry;
mcchanical theory of heat; convection, conduction, radiation,
propagation of light; elementary theory, photometry; formation
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of images by reflection from plane and spherical mirrors; r -
fraction; prisms, lenses dispersion; optical ystems; lenses and
combinations, telescope and microscope; spectrum analysis and
theory of colours; wave motion; interf rence, diffraction, po-
larisation: velocity of sound; vibration of . trings; re~onance:
vibration of ail' columns and rod.
PURE MATHEMATICS.-FmsT YEAH.
Arithmetic.-Fractions and decimal ; square root; percen-
tages; interest, simple and compound; estimate ; weights and
measures; metric system. Geometry.-Properties oflines, triangles,
rectilinear figure, circles and polygons as treated in first four books
of Euclid. Algebra.-Definitions and signs; indic s; factorR;
simple and quadratic equations; involution and evolution:
surd ; ratio, proportion and variation. Trigonometry.-Defi-
nition; mea urement of angles by degree and radian ; relation
of functions and conversion of one into another; ratios of sum
and difference of angles and multiples and submultiples of angles:
curve of sine. Logarithms.-Definitions; multiplication and
division; use of table and slide rule.
SECOND AND HIGHER -YEARS' COURSES 1-
GENERAL PHYSICS.
Subjects.
GE EltAL PlIYSICS.
MATHE MATICS.
GENERAL PHYSI .-' ECO DAD HIGHER YEARS.
Thc courses will consist for thc main part of laboratory work.
with frequent occasional 1 ctures on special subjects. Each
student will do a pecial coul' e of exp rim nt. aKsigned t him in
accordance with his capahilities and his 0\\'11 special requirements.
PURE MATHEMATICS.-SECOND YEAR.
Geometry. Ratio and proportion with applications to g om try.
• 0 far as the subject is treated in the definitions of Euclid's Fifth
Book, and in his ixth Book. Algcbra.-P rmutationH 1 nd ('0111-
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binations; progression!;; complete theory of indices: the Bi-
nomial theorem. Plane Trigonometry.-Formulae for finding the
,ine, co ine, etc., of the sum and difference of two angles, and of
th multiple and sub-multiples of an angle; diameter, of circles
in!;cribed in and circumscribed about a given circle; area of a
circle; description and u e of the vernier, theodolite and sextant.
Graphics.-Plotting of observations on quared paper; interpo-
lation; error' of observation; average value, etc. ; the plotting
of functions; maximum and minimum values; calculations and
determinations by graphical methods.
PURE MATHEMATICS.-THIRD AND HIClHER YEARS.
Algebra.-Theory of indic s; summation of series; test: of the
convergence and divergence of series; binomial, exponential, and
logarithmic serie ; partial fraction. : elem ntary determinants;
imaginary and complex quantitie ; De Moivre's theorem. Solid
Geometry .-Propertie' of straight lines and plane : their inter-
. ection , inclination , paralleli m, perpendicularity; properties of
the sphere, and of cylinder and cones. pherical Trigonometry.
-Definitions of great and small circles, angle.. and sides of supple-
mcntal triangles; fundll.m ntal relations between trigonometrical
ratios of the ides and angles of 'pherieal triangle. Geometrical
Conics.-Properties of the parabola, ellipse. and hyperbola de·
duccd by pure g om try from definition in plano. Co-ordin'lte
Geometry.-Co-ordinates of a point; rectangular, oblique, and
polar; transformation of co-ordinate ; quation' of straight line,
and treatment of quc'tions relative to intersection, concurrence,
inclination, parallelism, perpendicularity, etc.: ef[ nations of
circles, their tangents and normals ; properties of their diameters,
axes, foci, conjugate diameter, a 'ymptotes, poles and polars and
determination of circl s satisfying given condition' of their tan.
g nts and normal::;; discus ion of the gcn ral equation of the
. econd degr e. Differential Calcu.l7ls.-Definitions. limitH, dif-
ferential co-efficients: differentiation of simple and im erse
functions: succc ';;ive differentiation of functions of onc variable;
Taylor's and Ma 'laurin's theorems and their simpler application;
determination of values of function;; wh n intermediate in form;
differentiation of a function and of implicit functions: maxima
and minima of function.' of one ind pend nt varillhl : difTeren.
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tiation of functions of two or more independent variables; appli-
cations of the preceding to the geometry of the plane curves re-
ferred to rectangular or to polar co-ordinates; tangents, normals,
sub-tangents, sub-normals, asymptotes; singular points; contact
and curvature; tracing of curve ; differential co-efficients of
arcs and areas of plane curves, and of the surfaces and volumes
of solids of revolution. lntegral Calculus.-Meaning of definite
and of indefinite integrals; integration of the more frequently
occurring functions; integration by parts; rational functions;
formulae of reduction; applications to area and lengths of
curves, to volumes and aTeas of surfaces of revolution, to centres
of gravity, and moments of inertia. Elementary D£fferential
Equations.-Integration of differential equations of the second
and higher orders with constant co-efficients.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN RADIO COMMUNICATION.
Subjects.
RADIO COMMUNICATION .-1.
ELECTRICAL E GINEERINO .-1.
RADIO COMMU ICATION.-FIRST YEAR.
1. Construction of transmitting and receiving inductors.
2. Capacitance; construction of fixed and variable condensers for
low voltage, fixed condensers for high voltage. 3. Qualitative
treatment of eddy current loss including skin effect in conductors,
and of dielectric loss in condensers. 4. Construction of two elec-
trode and three electrode thermionic valves; principles of action
and characteristic curves with application to non-reactive load.
5. Detecting devices for small alternating potentia]s; contact
rectifiers and valves. 6. Construction and action of telephone
receivers and electro-magnetic loud speakers. 7. High frequency
and low frequency thermionic amplifiers, essential principles of
action. Causes of distortion. 8. Simple circuits of radio receivers
including use of retroaction. Qualitative ideas of selectivity.
9. Use of a loop aerial for reception and direction finding.
10. Qualitative treatment of simple valve oscillator. H. Simple
wavemeter. 12. General principles of heterodyne reception.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.-L
(See Syllab·lts for First Year Electrical Engineering}>
SECOND YEAR COURSE IN RADIO
COMMUNICATION.
Subjects.
RADIO COMMUNICATION.-H.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.-(A.C.).
RADIO COMMUNICATION.
SECOND YEAR.
1. Elementary ideas of the radiation and propagation of electro-
magnetic waves and of the properties of transmitting and re-
ceiving antennae; simple computations neglecting absorption
and refl.exion. 2. The theory of coupled circuits and their appli-
cation to the problem of selectivity. 3. The generation of oscil-
lations in a valve circuit. Self-oscillating and master-controlled
valve transmitters for C.W. and LC.W. Neutralizing circuits;
simple spark tran mitter. 4. The modulation of valve transmitters
by keying, tone and speech. Sidebands. Frequency bands neces-
sary for variou' modulation systems. 5. Construction and action
of devices for rectifying alternating current for H.T. supply.
Smoothing circuits. 6. Tran mitting valve including cooled
anode and demountable type valves. 7. The reception of C.W.
and LC.W. telegraphy and of radio telephony signals. Super-
heterodyne and super-reg nerative receivers. Methods of mini-
mizing interference from atmospherics and unwanted stations.
8. Multi-electrode valves and their uses, including the cathode
ray tube. 9. Schematic arrangement and principles of operation
of radio telephone channels connected to land line circuits. 10.
High frequency measurements of current, voltage, resi tance, in-
ductance, capacitance, frequency and field strength. 11. Decibel
and neper. Simple computations, T and H type of attenuators and
their applications, de ign of simple sections. 12. Interference 'with
radio reception by industrial and dam estic electric plant. Devices
and circuit for preventing or minimizing such interference.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.-(A.C.).
(See Syllabus for Fourth Year Course in Electrical Engineering).
RADIO COMMUNICATIO .
THIRD YEAR.
Revision of the subject-matter of the Grades I and II Syllabuses
in addition to the treatment of such subjects as the following:
1. General properties of electro-magnetic waves radiated from
an antenna. Polarization. The effect of the earth and iono-
sphere on the propagation of radio waves. 2. Simple antennae
and antenna arrays for long and short wave. Diversity re-
ception. 3. Radio frequency tran mission lines; inductance,
capacitance and characteristic impedance of 'uch lines. Reflection.
Standing waves. Impedance matching. 4. Direction finding
systems for fixed and mobile station. Cau es of error and their
elimination. Bellini Tosi, rotating loop and Adcock systems.
5. Simple treatment of electric wave filters. Image impedance and
propagation con. tant of non-di sipative ections. De ign of pro-
totype sections from given formulae. 6. Constant frequency
oscillators including piezoelectric and tuning-fork control. Ther-
mo tats. Long and hort wave transmitters, em ploying fre-
quency control. 7. The theory of detection, using non-linear
devices. Distortion in detectors. Frequency changes. Power
grid and diode detectors. 8. Intermodulation and di tortion in
amplifiers, CIa. s A, Band C amplifier. Push pull amplifiers. 9.
The balanced modulator. Suppressed carrier single side-band
telephony on long waves. Appropriate transmitting and receiving
circuits. 10. The connexion of radio telephone link. to land
line telephone circuit. Technical operation, position and equip-
ment including monitoring, amplifier volume indicators, trans-
mi sion measuring equipment and singing supprcssors of electro-
mechanical and thermionic types. n. Overloading limiting and
automatic gain control on receivers. 12. Attenuation equalizers
on radio channels and tone control on radio rcceivers.
13. Electron valve oscillator (Barkhausen effect). 14. Underlying
principles of design of high frequency and measurement purposes,
including inductors, conden, el'S, insulators, resisters, attenua-
tors, etc. Special consideration in dealing with high power
stations.
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RADIO SERVICE.
I.-THEORY.
"FIRST YEAR.
Electrolytic thermal, and magnetic effects of a current. Differ-
ence between d.c. and a.c. supplies. Conditions necessary for
flow of electricity. Conductors and in ulators.
Resi tance e.m.f. and p.d. Units in which they are measured
and the relation between them. Ohm's Law. Series and parallel
circuits. Dependence of resistance upon dimension and material
of conductor.
Electrical Power and Energy.-Definition of the alternating
ampere. Co t of running receiving sets.
Magnetic fields due to conductors and coils. Electro-magnet
and permanent magnets, with special reference to speakers and
pick-ups. Moving iron instruments.
Force on a oonductor carrying a current in a magnetic field.
E.l1l.f. due to relative motion of conductors and magnetic fields.
:Moving coil in truments.
Self and mutual inductance. Principles of the tran former.
Energy stored in a magnetic field.
Electric charges; electric field. and force ; potential difference.
Electrostatic voltmeters.
Condensers: capacitance: dielectric.: types of condenser.
Aerial and earth as a condenser.
Separate and combined effects of inductance and capacitance in
a.c. circuits; imple graphical treatment. Simple resonance and
tuning. Atomic character of electric charges. The electron.
Electron emis ion. The diode. Rectification by diode and metal
rectifier. D.~. supply from a.c. mains. Rectifier instruments. The
triode. Characteristics of diodes and trodes. Use of triode as
amplifier.
I.-PRACTICAL WORK.
Measurement of resi tance, inductance, capacitance, and char-
acteristics of valves. Checking voltage and current ratings in
receiver. Ganging of straight sets, i.f. amplifiers and signal
frequency circuits. Installation of aerial systems. Continuity
te. ting and simple tests on components.
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RADIO SERVICE.
THEORY.
SECOND YEAR.
Revision of First Year Syllabus and the following :
Use of triode as frequency converter or oscillator. Radiation
from oscillating circuits. Effects of frequency and type of circuit.
The test oscillator. Wave-length and frequency. Reception of
constant amplitude. H.f. waves. H.f. amplification. Simple
methods of rectification. Modulation and side-bands. Pre-
selection and band-pass filters. Regeneration. Tetrode and h.f.
and Lf. pentode valves; directly and indirectly heated types.
Variable mutual conductance valves.
Methods of coupling valve circuits; instability and "de-
coupling." Methods of volume control. Battery receivers:
simple typical circuits. Battery maintenance. Mains receivers.
Mains transformers; rectifiers; smoothing circuits, automatic grid
bias. Necessity for extra" decoupling."
Essential differences between a.c., d.c., and" Universal" type
receivers. Limitations of " straight" sets. Heterodyne theory.
Local oscillator; frequency changer ; Lf. circuits. Simple super-
heterodyne circuits.
Multi-electrode frequency changers. Image suppression; the
pre-selector stage.
Short-wave receivers. Automatic volume control; delayed and
full; amplified a.v.c. Tuning indicators.
Aerial systems. Interference suppression.
Special output circuits; push-pull, Class B, quiescent push-pulL
Loud speakers-types and performance. Acoustics of rooms.
Tone control. High fidelity receivers. Contrast amplification.
Radio-gramophones; turntable drives, record changes, pick-ups.
Public address systems.
Car radio.
Testing-signal generator, cathode ray oscillograph, bridges.
Service test gear-multi-range instruments, service oscillator,
output meter. I.E.E. regulations relating to radio installations.
Use and rating of fu es.
Business methods in relation to service work.
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2. PRACTICAL WORK.
Simple repairs and adjustments to components, speakers, pick-
ups, and gramophone mechanisms.
Tracing of faults in chas is :
(1) Simple faults disconnecting current circuits, such as :
(a) Broken mains or battery circuit, e.g. switch not closing or
break in wire. (b) Heater circuit disconnected (not rectifier).
(c) H.t. circuit disconnected between rectifier and branch cir-
cuits. (d) Disconnected anode or anode decoupling circuit, e.g.
broken-down resistor. (e) Screen or oscillator anode circuit dis-
connected. (f) Cathode or bias circuit disconnected. (g) H.t.
negative disconnected.
(2) Faults not materially affecting current circuits:
(a) Open circuit speech coil. (b) Disconnected intervalve
coupling, e.g. open circuit condenser. (c) Tuning coil disconnected
(badly adjusted switch contacts).
(3) Short circuits:
(a) Speech coil. (b) Bias resistor. (c) I.f. coil. (d) Grid cir-
cuits to chas is, e.g. trimmers, coil tags and screened leads breaking
through installation. (e) A.v.c. line to chassis.
CALCULATIONS.
Revision of elementary arithmetic. Metric system : use of
prefixes deci-, centi-; milli-, micro-, kilo-, mega. Simple ratio and
proportion, with special reference to percentage. Simple mensu-
ration. Arithmetical application of simple formulae, using elec-
trical examples, such as Ohm's Law. Plotting on squared paper.
Algebraic notation, angles and simple trigonometry. Indices,
logarithms, and use of slide rule. The bel and decibel; simple
explanations.
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APPLIED CHEMISTRY
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
Subjects.
INORGA_'IC CHEMI TRY.
PHYSIC FOR CHEl\lI TRY.
INORGA TIC CHEMISTRY.
FIR T YEAR.
Chemical and physical changes; elements, compounds and
mixtures. General properties of solids, liquids and gases. Appli-
cation of Boyle' Law and Charle 's Law.
Hydrogen. Oxygen: ba ic and acid forming oxide>:. Water;
gravimet,ric and valumetric composition: solvent properties,
crystallization.
Chemical equivalents. Laws of chemical combination, Dalton's
Atomic Theory. Gay Lussac's Law of Volume'. Avogadro's
HypotheRis, molecular weights of gaseou compounds, atomic
weight. Valency, formulae, equation. Calculation by mean
of equations.
Chlorine, hydrochloric acid.
Nitrogen, ammonia, nitric acid, nitrate, nitric oxide, nitrou
oxide, nitrogen peroxide. Nitrous acid, nitrate•.
SUlphur: allotrophy ; sulphuretted hydrogen: ulphur dioxide
and trioxide; sulphurous acid and sulphites. Simple con ideration
of the contact and chamber proce .es for the production of
sulphuric acid.
Carbon: allotropes. Carbon monoxide and dioxide. Genf'rai
propertieR of the carbonates.
Combustion: flame; Bunsen burners; oxidation and reduC'tion.
Acid,:, ba e~. salts.
Practical Work.-Gla s-working, ork horing and fitting up
apparatus: action of heat, water, on substances and mixtures:
soluhility: preparation and properties of hydrogen, oxy"en
chlorine, hydrochloric acid. lIitric acid, ammonia, nitric oxide.
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ilulphnrdioxide, Ruiphuretted hydrogen and carbon dioxide;
action of acids on metal!" ; measurement of volumes and den ity,
of gases and reduction of N.T.P.; alkalies, properties and re-
actions with acids; indicators: preparation and crystallisation
of simple salts: simple determinations of equivalent ; recog-
nition of chlorides, sulrhates, sulphites, 'ulphides, carbonates,
nitrate. and nitrites.
PHYSICS FOR CHE:MI TRY.
PHYSICS-Fm 'I.' YEAR.
Units of length, area and volume. Units of mass. Use of metre
;;tick, vernier calipers and micrometer screw gauge. Use and
limitations of graduated cylinder. pipette and burette.
Centre of gravity. The lever. Common balance. The Labora-
tory Balance. Sensihility of balance. Density of regular solids;
e -timation of possible error. Use of pecific gravity bottle.
Specific gravity of liquids and of powders insoluble and soluble
in water.
Hydro tatic pre, ure. Principle of Archimede. • pecific
Gravity of irregular solids heavier and lighter than water, in-
soluble and oluble in water. ,pecific gravity of liquids. Hydro-
meter. Atmo pheric pre sure. Simple barometer. Fortiu baro-
meter. Open manometer; simple pre. sure gauge. Siphon.
Boyle's Law. Exhau t pump.
Expansion of solids, liquids and gases. Thermometers. Deter-
mination of fixed points. Coefficients of expansion of a .olid.
Variation of den ity of a liquid with temperature. Real and
apparent coefficients of expansion of liquid. Charles's Law.
Absolute temperature. The Ga. Equation. Simple ga thermo-
meter.
'T'raIl. mil'sion of heat: conduction, convection and radiation.
Quantity of heat. Calorie. RritiRh Thermal Unit. • pocific
heat. Law of Dulong and Petit. Approximate determination of
heat of olution, neutralization, reaction and combustion. Change
of state. Cooling curve for pure sub. tanco. Melting point of pure
·ubstance. Latent heat of fusion and vaporization.
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Vapour pressure. Properties of saturated and unsaturated
vapours. Critical temperature. Dalton's Law of Partial Pressures.
Influence of pressure on boiling point of pure liquid. Vacuum and
steam distillation. Evaporation. Elementary Hygrometry.
The Lever as a machine. Work. Work equation for simple-
machines. Galileo's pendulum. Conservation of mechanical
energy. Mechanical equivalent of heat.
Elementary treatment of electrostatics to develop the con·
ception of quantity of electric charge. Joule, ampere coulomu,
volt, ohm. Chemical effect of electric current. Faraday's Laws of
Electrolysis. Ionic Theory.
SECOND YEAR COURSE IN APPLIED CHEMISTRY,
81tbject .
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
PHYSICS.
INORGANIC CHEMISTRy'-SECOND YEAR.
A detailed study of water. Impurities met with in natural
waters. Hard and soft waters. Chemical procesp-es involved in
the treatment of water to render it fit for industrial UHe.
Technical methods of oftening water for industrial use, such as
the lime and odium caruonate proces' and the permutit proce s.
Technical method of filtration.
Method!:! of determination and equivalents. Law of Dulong and
Petit. Atomic weight.. Simple methods of determining vapour
density and the determination of the molecular weight from vapour
density.
Law of mass action. Faraday's La\vs of Electrolysis. Element
of the ionic theory and its application to analysis.
Hydrogen peroxide; preparation and uses. Ozone.
Diffusion of gases.
The halogens. Commercial preparation and uses of these
elements and their hydracids. Bleaching powder, sodium hypo-
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chlorite, potassium chlorate. General comparison of properties
of halogen group.
Catalysts and their influence on the velocity of chemical change.
Contact and chamber processes for the manufacture of sulphuric
acid. Fuming sulphuric acid. Thiosulphuric acid and sodium
thiosulphate. Sodium hydrosulphite. Potassium pcrsulphate.
Sulphur chloride.
Carbon; partial and total gasification of carbon and carbon-
aceous material. Manufacture of coal gas, producer gas, water gas,
carburetted water gas, Mond gas. Thermo-chemistry. Exo-
thermis and endothermic reactions. Carbon disulphide. The
electric furnace and its application in the manufacture of metallic
carbides.
Detailed study of the atmosphere. Liquefaction of gasc .
Higher oxides of nitrogen. Gaseous dissociation.
Manufacturing processes for the fixation of nitrogen. Oxidation
of ammonia to nitric acid. Preparation and manufacture of
common ammonium salts. ~itrification and denitrification.
Phosphorus. Its oxides, chlorides, hydrides and acid.. Calcium
phosphate and fertilisers. Use of grinding machines ill chemical
industry. Manufacture of matches.
AI' 'enic, antimony and bismuth. Their occurrence, preparation,
properties and use. The compounds they form with hydrogen,
oxygen and chlorine, studied comparatively with those of nitrogen
and phosphorus.
Boric acid, borax. Chemistry of the borax bead tests. Boron.
Boron trioxide and boron fluoride.
Silica, its occurrence, properties and u 'cs. Common natural
silicate. Stoneware, glass, pottery and fused silica ware. Silicon,
its chloride and fluoride. Etching on glass. Silicic and hyclro-
fluosilicic acid .
Dialysis. Colloids.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.-SECOND YEAR.
Detection of the following metals in the pure state, in salts,
imple mixtur s of salts or alloys: Silver, lead, mercury, bismuth,
copper, cadmium, arsenic, antimony, tin, iron, aluminium, rhro-
mium, manganese, zinc, nickel, cobalt, calcium, strontium,
barium, magnesium, potassium, sodium, and ammonium; quali-
tative recognition of chlorides, bromide>?, iodides, hypochlorites,
chlorates, fluorides, intrites, nitrate, phosphates, sulphates, sul-
phite , sulphides, thiosulphate, carbonates, bicarbonates, borates,
silicates, ar enites and ar enates: use and care of instruments
employed in volumetric analy is, including the standardi atioll of
pipette and burette; use of standard alkali, alkali carbonate and
acids, together with exercise arising from their use: preparation
and use of standard permanganate, ferrous iron, oxalic and silver
nitrate solutions; use of standard thiocyanate solution: standard
iodine, sodium thiasulphate anf! odium arsenite solution' and
exerci es on their use; preparation of salts and common sub-
stances in a state of purity.
PHYSICS FOR CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS-SECOND YEAR.
Elementary surface tension and viscosity. Osmosis. Elemen-
tary Kinetic Theory of Gases.
Reflection and refraction at 'plane surface Dispersion. Ele-
mentary theory of mirrors and lenses necessary for the under-
standing of optical in trument. Camera. The simple micro-
scope. Telescope. Compound microscope. Refractometer.
The ·pectrum. Spectro cope and spectrometer. Elementary
wave theory. Interference. Diffraction. Measuremellt of wave-
length. Elementary treatment of polarization. The polarimeter.
Properties of a magnet. Magnetic fi lds. folecular theory of
magnetism.
Electrostatics. Quantity. Potential. Capacity. Electro-
scope.
Magnetic effect of current. Electro dynamics-moving coil
instruments. Electric motor.
Heating effect of current. Potential Difference. Electri al
energy and power. Ohm's Law.
Decomposition potential. Conversion of electrical energy into
chemical energy. Reversihle cells. Storage battery. Electro-
motive Fore .
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Wheatstone Bridge. PotentionwtC'l'. Elementary thermfl elec-
tricity. Electrical thermometers.
Electro-magnetic induction. Dynamo. Induction Coil. Trans-
former.
Elementary treatmC'nt of conduction through gases.
THIRD YEAR COURSE IN APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
Su~jects.
I~ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
CHE:vlICAL A ALYSI'.
I~ORGANrc CHEMISTRY.
THIRD YEAR.
Metal' and the chief Source from which they are ohtained.
General methods used in the extraction of metals from their more
important ore::;.
Preparation of alloy and their general propcrtie.. Free:ling
point curveH and cooling curve..
Cla.·sification of the elements of the Periodic system. Law of
1. omorphi:sm. X-ray spcctra and atomic members.
The more important compounds of the following metals:
(a) 'odium and potassium: (b) copper and silver; (c) calcium
strontium and barium; (d) magnesium, zinc, cadmium and
mercury; (e) aluminium: (j) tin and lead; (a) chromium and
manganese: (h) iron, cobalt and nickcl.
Manufacture of solium, zinc, aluminium, tin, lead, copper,
cast-iron, wrought iron and steel. Hardening of steel. Influence
of added elements on the properties of steel.
T chnical production and uses of odium peroxide, hydroxide,
carbonate and bicarbonate; potassium' chloride and nitrate;
potash fertilisers; lime, mortar,; plaster of Paris; Portland
cement; magnesium sulphate; zinc oxide and sulphide; Litho-
phone alums : thermit ; red lead; white lead, pota sium chromate,
dichromate and permanganate; ferrou sulphate.
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Solutions : lowering of vapour pressure, osmotic pressure, de-
termination of molecular weight by cryoscopic and ebullioscopic
methods. Limitations of the methods. Equi'Valent conductivity.
Degree of dissociation as found by conductivity compared with
Van't Hoff's coefficient.
Relative strengths of acids. Hydrogen ion concentration.
Hydrolysis of salts. Use of the spectroscope. .
Colloidal solutions : preparation of typical solutions of a sus-
pensoid and an emulsoid. Characteristic behaviour and influence
of degree of dispersion.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.-THIRD YEAR.
Ordinary methods of gravimetric analys~s, including the estima-
tion of silver, lead, copper, tin, ar. enic, antimony, iron alum-
inium, zinc, nickel, calcium, barium, magnesium, sodium, potas-
sium, and ammonium, hydrochloric, sulphuric, phosphoric and
carbonic acids; application of above, and also of volumetric
methods to determination of the composition of simple alloys,
and of simple mixtures; preparation of typical metals, oxides
and salts, in a state of purity; analytical control of purity;
revision of the volumetric work of the econd year course; more
extended use of standard iodine and thio, ulphate ; use of standard
permanganate and dichromate olutions.
FOURTH AND FIFTH YEAR COURSES IN APPLIED
CHEMISTRY.
Subjects.
ORGANIC CHE:M:ISTRY.
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS.
ORGANIC CHEM1STRY.-FoURTH YEAR.
The province of organic chemistry. Reasons for separate, tudy
of carbon compounds. Detection and e timation of carbon,
nitrogen, ulphur and halogens in organic substances.
Calculation of percentage composition from the re. ults of
analy is and deduction of empircal formulae. Molecular and
(?c,nstitutional formulae.
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Methane and ethane considered as typical saturated hydrocar-
bons. Homologous series. Higher members of paraffin series.
Isomerism. Petroleum and its products. Halogen derivatives.
Chloroform, iodoform.
Ethylene and acetylene considered as typical unsaturated sub-
stances. Ethylene dibromide.
Methyl alcohol. Ethyl alcohol. Alcoholic fermentation.
Higher alcohols considered briefly. Alkyl halides-methyl and
ethyl iodide, ethyl chloride. Acetonitrile.
The oxidation products of alcohols. Formaldehyde, acetalde-
hyde and acetone. :Formic and acetic acids. The chloracetic acids
a examples of ubstitution. Acetic anhydride and acetyl chlo-
ride and their use as reagent .
Ethyl acetate; its preparation, properties and saponification.
Nature of common oils, fats and waxe ; their saponification.
Soap and Candles. Palmitic. stearic and oleic acids. Acetamide.
Amine: ; primary, secondary and tertiary amines.
Glycollic and lactic acid~. Optical isomerism. Oxalic, malonic,
succinic, malic and tartaric acids. Ethyl malonate and ethyl
acetoacetate and their use as synthetic reagents.
Keto- nolic desmotropy. Maleic and fumaric acids and geo-
metric-al isomerism. Glycol. Glycerol: Its manufacture and
conven;ion into nitro-glycerine.
Mannitol and. the carbohydrates. Sucrose and its technical pro-
duction, dextrose, laevulose, maltose and lacto e: their occur-
rence, preparation, propertie, and rlistinctive te ts. Use of
polarimeter.
Starch and the dextrines. Oellulose, nitrocelluloscs, cellulose
acetate and gun-cotton.
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Cyanogen compounds. Cyanic and cyanuric acids. Thiocya.
nate. Potassium ferrocyac,ide find ferricyanide. Pru, sian blue.
Preparation of hydrocyani.; Hljd, potas iUll, sodium, silver and
.mercuric cyanides. Cyanogen. Urea. ;
Organo-metallic compounds of zinc and magnesium.
PRACTICAL ORGA re CHEMI, TRY.-FoL'RTH YEAR.
Elementary compo.ition of carbon compounds: detection of
carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen. sulphur, haolgens, and metul.'.
Physical properties of carbon compounds. Determination of
melting point, boiling point, pecific gravity, optical activity.
Identification of simple organic compounds which may il}clude
methyl, ethyl and allyl alcohols, chloroform, iodoform, ethyl
bromide, ethyl acetate, ethyl hydrogen lsulphate, methyl oxalate,
ethyl 8ulphul'ic acid, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acetone, acetic,
chloracetic. sllccinic. ovalic, tartaric and citric acids; ethyla-
mine, acetamide, oxamide, acetonitrile, chloral hydrate, glycerol,
urea, cane sugar, reducing sugars, starches. Prominent salts of
above organic acids.
Preparation of the following aliphatic compounds :- potassium
ethyl sulphate, ethyl bromide, methyl ether, ethylene bromide,
amyl nitrate, acetone, chloroform, acetoxime, acetyl chloride,
acetic anhydride, acetamide, ethyl acetate, oxalic acid, methyl
oxalate, palmitic acid, urea.
FIFTH YEAR.
Benzene, toluene and their halogen derivatives. Nitrobenzene.;
aniline; mono and di-methyanilines; toluidines, Diazobenzene.
Phpnol. Dihydroxybenzenes. Tannic acid, mordants, tanning.
Benzoic and salicylic acids.
Higher homologues of benzene with their halogen, nitro, amino,
hydroxy and SUlphonic acid derivatives. Diazo, diazoflmino and
aminoazo compounds. Phenylhydrazine. Aromatic aldehydes
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and ketones. Toluic and phthalic acid '. Taphthalene, anthracene
and their technically important derivatives. Thiophene, pyridine
and quinoline. Brief con ideration of the dyes of the di-phenyl-
methane and tri-phenylmethane series. Technically important
organic compounds of arsenic.
PRACTICAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.-FIFTH YEAR.
Reactions for identification of characteristic groups occurring in
organic compound.
Identification of simple organic compounds and cIa sifieation of
thoRe of more complex character. Determination of molecular
weights of organic compound. Use of combustion furnace in
estimation of elements. Fractional distillation under atmo-
spheric and reduced pressure.
Preparation of aromatic compounds including: Nitro-benzene,
azo-benzene, aniline, ulphanilic acid, diphenyl carbinol (by
Grignard re-agent), diazo-benzene, ulphate, iodobenzene, ehIor-
benzene (by Sandmeyer re-action), amino azo-benzene, phenol,
nitro-phenol, benzoic acid, picric acid, anthra-quinone, B. naph-
thol, salicyl aldehyde and a typical azo-dye.
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY, SPECIAL COURSE.
The Lectures will d al 'with the fundamental principles of
Phy ical Chemistry and their bearin r on, and application to,
ystematic Chemical Analy 'iR and Applied Chemi try generally.
Thl" course of experimental work, arranged as far as pos ible to
illustrate the Lecture>', will include the determination of molecular
weights by various mdhod,.: Victor Meyer, Hofmann, Beckman,
Siln'l' Salts, et('. InYCl'..ion Points, Rate of Inversion and Polari-
metry, Pulfrich l{efrac'tometer, SpectroRcope, Calorimetry, Heats
of Solution and N utl'alization, Flash Point, Bomb Calorimeter,
Freezing and Boiling Points of Pur and Mi_'ed Substances,
Electrolysi:'\, Ratt> of ~Ii"ration, Conductivity of SohltionR, p.h.
Yalues.
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INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
ANALYSIS OF FOOD, DRUGS, AND WATER.
SALE OF FOOD AND DRUGS ACT.
Short history of adulteration and early legi lation in regltrd to
pure food. The present ht\\'s relative to food and drugs adul-
teration. Sections of the Acts that intimately concern the Public
Analyst. Form of Analyst's certificate. Certificates as prim'1
facie evidence and conditions governing the in titution of pro-
ceedings. Regulations regarding. tanclards of purity.
FOOD.
JJilk.-Composition of milk and variation in composition; milk
of mammals other than the cow: milk standards; method of
calculating added water and fat deficiency: fat of milk, it.' com-
position and method" of e ·timation ; methods of Gerber, Werner-
Schmidt. and Ro"e-Gottlieb; composition of non-fatty olids;
estimation of protein.. , milk-sugar and ash: change in milk on
souring: analysis of Hour milk; preservatives in milk and methods
of detection; artificial colouring matter in milk; composition and
analysis of kimmed, separated, condensed and dried milk. B1ttter
and Margarine.-Composition of butter fat, and its analysis:
Reichert-Wollny number; Polenske number; Kirschner number;
iodine and saponification values; refractive index and Valenta
test; standards for butter; general consideration of fats used in
manufacture of margarine; law relating to sale of margarine.
C'heese.-Variou· kind' of cheese and their compari on; adul-
teration of cheese: standards for chepse; analysis. Starch Food.
-Microscopical characters of the starches; use of the micro-
scope in their detection: rice, sago, pea;rl barley, oatmeal, wheat
potato and maize. Wheat Flour.-Wholemeal; wheatmeal;,
household flour: analysis of flour; bleaching of, and addition of
" improvers " to, flour; self-raising flour: bread and its analysis;
baking powder. Condiments and Spices.-General consideration,
and analysis of Yinegar, pepper, mustard, ginger, etc. Tea,
r'offee, and Cocoll.-Composition and analysis; micro copical
characteristics; addition of chicory to coffee: coffee extracts.
Sugar, Jams and Honey.-Composition and analysis; artificial
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colours in jam; glucose and honey. Beer, Wine and Spirits.-.
Analysis; original gravity of beer; standard for spirits. Pre-
servatives and poisonous metals in food.
DRUGS.
Standards of the British Pharmacopoeia and the D}) t .'j n }l ) .
Local Government; methods of analysis of extracts, iq:ua,
liniments, mixtures, powders, syrups, tinctures and ointments.
WATER A D WATER A ALYSIS.
Natural waters and source of impurities; rain:water: surface
water; river water; wells and springs; waters used in brewing,
distilling, and mineral water industries; boiler-feed water;
sources, storage and distribution of waters u ed for drinking
supply; water treatment; chemical analysi of water and inter-
pretation of results.
THE CHEMISTRY OF OILS, FATS AND WAXES.
INTRODUCTION.
General method of producing and refining oils, fats and waxes.
Occurren('e of fatty oils, fat and waxes. Saponification products,
Soap. Glycerine. Mono, di-and tri-glycerides. Naphthenes.
Benzenes. Isomerism. Meaning of Hydrolysis. The fatty acids.
The carbonyl group. Saturated and unsaturated compounds.
Valency of carbon and trncture of carbon compounds. The
stearic, oleic, linoleic, linolenic and clupanodonic acid sf-ries.
TESTING AND ANALYSIS.
Physical methods. Specific gravity; viscosity; flash point;
refractive power; melting point; titer test.
Chemical methods. Bromine thermal value; saponification
value; Reichert-Wollny value; Polenske value; Acetyl value;
Aci!i value; Unsaponifiable value.
CLASSIFICATION.
Marine oils, including Menhaden; cod-liver; whale. Vegetable
drying oils, including Linseed. Vegetable emi-drying oils, in-
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duding maize; cottonseed, and sesame. Vegetable non-drying oils,
including rape; olive and castor. Animal oils, including Neats-
foot. Vegetable fats, including cocoa-butter; palm and Cocoa-
nut. Animal fats, including tallow; butter-fat and lard.
THE WAXES.
Occurrence and properties of sperm oil; carnauba wax; bees-
wax; wool wax.
MINERAL OILS.
Occurrence and properties of petroleum; shale oil; coal-tar oil
and lignite oil; paraffin; vaseline and ozokerite.
HARDENED FATS.-PRAOTICAL OOURSE.
INTRODUOTION.
Sampling and preliminary tests. Practical method for deter-
mining specific gravity; melting point; solidifying point of mixed
fatty acids; refractive index; viscosity; solubility; iodine value;
saponification value; Reichert-Wollny value; acetyl value, etc.
Specific tests for certain oils and fats; testing and analysis of
mineral oils and waxes; interpretation of results; scheme for
identification of an oil fat or wax.
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS-GAS MANUFACTURE.
{l) Ooal (Approximate Analysis).
Moisture; organic volatile matter; ash; fixed carhon, by
difference; sulphur; calorific value; evaporative power from
calorific value.
(2) Gas (Partial and Oomplete).
Partial: Oarbon-dioxide; oxygen; olefines; carbon-monoxide.
Oomplete. As above, and methane and hydrogen by explosion;
nitrogen, by difference.
Sulphuretted hydrogen tested for by lead acetate paper, also
estimated as grains per 100 cubic feet by iodine solution. Total
sulphur in gas. Test for cyanogen compounds and for benzole
vapour.
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(3) Sulphate of Ammonia.
Moisture; free acid or ammonia: total ammonia; sulphuric acid
from fixed ammonia by calculation; insoluble matter; residue;
nitrogen calculated from total ammonia.
Colormetric test for copper and test for lead. Examination of
E.Ov. for nitrates by Lunge itrometer.
(4) Bog-Iron Oxide.
Moisture; Fe2 0 3 ; Fe2 (OH)6'
(5) Spent Oxide.
Moisture; pure sulphur; tar. Test for cyanogen compounds.
(6) Liquor.
Ammonia content, free and fixed; Tests for sUlphur compounds,
-cyanogen and amount of gas given off on acidification.
(7) Tar.
Water content; specific gravity; distillation test; estimate of
tar acids; estimation of basic compound.
{8) Oils.
Specific Gravities, viscosity, £la h point and distillation test.
SPECIAL COURSE FOR DIPLOMA OF VETERINARY
STATE MEDICINE.
Water Analysis.---Solids in solution, Ammonias, Nitrates,
Chlorine, Oxygen absorbed and dissolved, hardness, interpre.
tation of results.
Air.-Estimation of CO2,
Milk.-Bpecific gravity; total solids; fat; solids not fat: ash;
preservatives.
Feeding Stuffs .-Moisture ; oil ; albuminoids, fibre; starch; ash;
sand in ash; food unit value; albuminoids ratio.
Disinfectants .-Chemical valuation of bleaching powder; per-
manganate of potash, formaldehyde; sulphurous acid; carbolic
acid.
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Tests for Common poison'! ; mineral acids and alkalis; arsenic;
antimony; mercury; lead; barium: cyanides; phosphorus;
alkaloids, including strychniue, morphia.
TESTING OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS.
(FUEL OILS AND LUBRICANTS.)
Specific Gravity; Ash; Acidity; Alkalinity; Flash Point dis-
tillation test; viscoRity; carbon residue; cloud and pour test;
demulsification number; ulphur content; saponificat.ion value;
iodine value; water in oils.
Setting point of paraffin wax; moke point of kerosen : esti-
mation of colour: consistency of greases: drop and flow points
of greases; dilution in crankca, e oils.
BREWING SCIENCE AND CHEMISTRY OF
FERMENTATION.
FIRST AND HIGHER YEARS.
Preparation and properties of cellulose, starch from various
sources, soluble starch, dextrose, cane and invert-sugar, and the
products of the hydrolysis of starch.
The examination and valuation of barleys. Kiln-drying barleys,
storing and screening.
Malting. The process of malting, including the so-called at-
mospheric systems. Conditions necessary for healthy germination.
The examination and comparative valuation of malts. Esti-
mation of extract, proteins, ash constituents, etc.
Water. Analytical examination and te t of fitness for brewing
ales and stouts. Artificial softening and purification.
Mashing. Various methods of making the mash. Use of raw
grain and other starch-containing material. Chemical changes
effected during the mashing process, especially those attending
the hydrolysis of starch. Influence of time and temperature on the
result.
Use of sugar as a brewing material.
Boiling. Influence of boiling OIl the raw wort. Objects attained
by the use of hops. Sulphured hops and their detection. The cold
storage of hop .
7.)
Cooling. Influence of aeration on the cooling; worts .
• The various forms of the saccharometer, and the relation of
their reading to each other and to specific gravity as ordinarily
indicated.
Fermentation. The various Hystenu; of fermentation employed
in the United Kingdom. The yeaHt organi ms. Microscopical
examinations of ferment, their modes of growth and repro-
duction. The chemical function of the ferments. ThcOl·ie;; of
fermentation.
AnalyHis of beer and wart... Determination of "original
gravity."' The" forcing tray" proresH a. a test of the tability
of a beer.
PI'es('rvativ6 agents, and how applied to /)('er. The, preparation
and u~e of finings and caramel.
BA(,TERIOLOGY AND ENZYME CHEMISTRY.
Examination of plant ('ells as an introduction to the use of the
microHcope. Preparation of culture media. Study of the life
hiHtories of typical yeasts, bacteria and moulds, including their
special cultural treatment in the laboratory. Experiments on
enzyme chcmi try. Bacterial anal.vsis of water, milks, etc. Pre-
servation of foods by sterilizfLtion, drying, salting, ('o!d storage, etc.
MILK PROCESSING AND MILK PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURE.
SCIENCE.
('hemistry.-Elements, compounds, mixtures, acids, bases, salts,
quantitative estimation of acidity, alkalinity. The Atmosphere;
water: hydrogen; oxygen; carbon: nitrogen: phosphorus;
sulphur; common metals: elemcntary chemi. try of the sugars:
alcohols; formaldehyde; acetic acid: hutyric al:irl ; lactic acid:
fats: proteins.
Chemical composition and physical properties of milk. Analysis
of milk (fat, total solids, protein, lactose, chlorides and acidity).
Elementary chemistry of milk constituents. Causes of variations
in composition of milk. Effects of heat. Cau es and prevention of
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deterioration and taints. Adulteration of milk. Comparativ
nutritive value of milk. Water supply. Water softening. De-
tergents.
Physics.-Specific gravity. Viscosity. Surface ten ion. Hygro-
metry. Heat. Expansion. Thermometry. Latent heat. Specific
heat. Conduction. Convection. Radiation. Evaporation. Prin-
ciples of refrigeration. Fluid pressure. Barometers. Syphon".
Pum ps. Elementary machines.
.J.lJic.robiology .-Microscope. Form, growth and classification of
micro-organisms. Isolation. Culture media, staining and exami-
nation. Flora of milk and milk products. Effect of physical
factors, including temperature, light, sterilization, pasteurization.
Disinfectants, detergents, preservatives. Changes produced by
micro-organisms, including acidity, alkalinity, oxidations, re-
ductions, pigment formation and aroma. Enzymes.
MILK PROCES ING AND MILK PRODUCTS ~1AXUFACTURE :
(Pasteurization, Sterilization, Ice Cream, Condensed and Dried
Milk Products).
Paste~trisation and Sterilization.-Raw material. Bacterial
flora and pre-pasteurization bacteriological standards. Pre-
pasteurization treatment; bulking, pre-heating, straining, homo-
genizing. Principles of pasteurization and sterilization. Type'
and construction of pasteurizing and sterilizing apparatus. Pre-
cision control; thermometers and thermographs. Refrigeration.
Faults, their detection and remedy. Cleansing of apparatus by
hot water. Steam sterilization and use of detergents. Bottling
and bottling equipment. Legal bacteriological and chemical stan-
dards. Water supplies. Methods of steam raising.
Ice Cream Manufacture.-Materials, Standards. Public Health
requirement. Functions and quantities of components. Calcu-
lation of quantities and preparation of mixes. J\fixing: and re-
frigeration. Hardening. Types of refrigerating plants. Ageing
vats and other equipment. Packing. Filling machines. Phy ical
properties of ice cream. Faults, their detection and remedy.
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Jlam~faclure of Condensed and Dried Jlilk Producls.-Raw
materials. Legal standards.
Condensed milk; types of equipment; sugar addition; vis-
cosities ; cooling; canning, storage. Dried milk and dried whey;
types of equipment, including spray, roller, vacuum band
methods; grinding, packing, types of package, vacuum packing.
Keeping qualities of the above products; faults, their de-
tection and remedy.
CEREAL CHEMISTRY AND FLOUR MILLING
...
TECHNOLOGY.
THIRD A~D FOURTH YEAR .
Cereal Science.
Elementary chemistry; constituents of air; combustion in air;
oxides: combustion of coal and producer gas: con tituents of
water; hard and soft water; formation of rust; chalk and lime;
carbon dioxide and monoxide; simple ideas of elements and com-
pounds, of acid , bases and salts, and of metals and non-metals.
Sources of power; measurement of heat in B.Th.TJ. ; specific and
latent heat; hygrometry; properties of saturated and super-
heated steam; special applications to milling-e.g. moisture tests
of wheat, wheat-feed and flour; effect on milling of moisture in
wheat, in tocks ano. in the air.
Knowledge of pests in wheat and its products: rcason~ for
heating, sweating and degeneration of wheat.
Elementary principles of breadmaking; effects of ye1St, salt,
temperature and time on breadmaking : gluten and the effect of
quality and quantity on breadmaking ; tests for nitrogen, gluten,
ash and fibre; influence on br ad-making of natural properties of
flours and of bleachers and improver ; ,.;tarch, sugar and enzymes.
Action of improvers; methods of improving flour quality.
Bleaching, natural and artificial.
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FLOUR MILLING TECHNOLOGY.
FIR. T YEAR.
Simple study of wheat, its structure n,nd physical characteristics.
Wheat growing countries, climate, harvest period, ports of ship-
ment and shipping routes. Impurities of wheat, pe..ts, and
di ea es. Simple study of types of wheat and the effect of soil
and climate on wheat quality. Bu. hel test.
Brief hi tory of milling, including early mcthodR of grinding,
dressing, etc., and the gradual development of present day,
methods. Mechanical wheat intake plants, conveyor.. , elevators
weighers and' measurers. Preliminary cleaning machineR and types
of wheat storage silos.
Elementary study of con. truetion of machinery employed in
wheat cleaning separators, scourers, bru!>hes, cockle and barley
oats separators, spiral separator., aspirators, washers. whit.zers,
waterwheels, ..toner', magnrtic Heparators, effluent pIll ntH. Con-
ditioner. and driers. Grinders for scrC'enings.
Elementary tudy of construction of machihery employed in
Mill Rollermills, Plansifters, Centrifugals, Reels, PurifierH, Sieves,
, tudy of con truction of exhanst trunk, Fan., Dust Collectors.
Study of construction of ElevatorH, Spout·, Conveyors for ~lill
stocks. Packing machinery. hoist" short, belt drives. pull 'y
. peeds.
, ECO~D YEAR.
Pneumatic Intakf" Plants. The objects of preliminary cleaning
and drying. Attention to wheat during storage. The objects of
wheat blending. Blending by weight, by volume. The principles
of wheat cleaning: 'eparation by size; shape, weight. HpC'cific
gravity, magnetic separation, fractional cleaning. wa..hing.
Wheat conditioning. its objects and methods employed.
Disposal of screenings. Simple flow sheets of wheat cleaning
plant·.
Principles of grinding, including mill stones and impact
machines; detailed study of rollf'rmills and the object,.; of gradual
breaking and gradual reduction.
Principles of scalping, grading and dusting. Principle.' of puri-
fication. Principles of flour dres. iner . Examples of sectional flow
sheet... Flour bleaching and improver plant, .
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FLOUR MILLING TECHNOLOGY.
ADYA~CED STUDY OF COKTROL OF MACHI~ERYAND PROCESSES.
THIRD YEAR.
Wheat cleaning machinery. Conditioner, the conditioning pro-
cess and wheat drying. The design of wheat cleaning flow sheets.
The break system and scalping. Grading and dusting. Purifi-
cation. The reduction system and flour dressing. The scratch
system. Flour divide. ]ilour bleaching and improving. Wheat-
feed and Wheatmeal systems. Design of mill flow sheets.
Advanccd study of wheat plant, germination, foliation, fer-
tilization, propagation of new varieties. Quality of flour from
different types of wheat. ,trong or sponging flour. Medium
strength flours. Soda bread flour. Self-raising flour. Biscuit
flour. Wheat blending. Warehouse control. Work for stand
periods and mill fumigation. Mill pe. tp. Possible eau es of
complaints by cu tomers.
FLOUR MILLING TECHNOLOGY.
MILL CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT.
}j'OUR'l'H YEAR.
Choice of .ite and prime moves. Layout of mill premises.
Organisation of staff and duties. Mill records and report. In-
surance a~ainst fire. Fire fighting equipment.
Wheat valuation; calculations of the values of wheats, taking
into account the impurities, moisture content and flour content.
Planning economic grist, taking flour quality into account. Cal-
culation of gain or 10 s of weight in screenroom and mill; the
effect on costs. Calculations of flour extraction; its effect on
costs. Divides; how obtained and calculated and their effect
on co t::;. Cost of manufacture and of selling distribution and
administration. Effect of output on costs; fixed and variable
charges.
TECHNOLOGY OF THE MANUFACTURE OF PIGMENTS,
PAINTS, AND VARNISHES.
Thi::; Cour e is designed to provide those engaged in these
industries with a knowledge of the chemical nature of the materials
used. and of the scientific basis underlying works operations.
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Physics.-Measurement. Specific gravity. Hydrometer. Heat.
Methods of transference. Expansion. Thermomet,ers.
Specific heat. Latent heat. Boiling and melting points.
Hydrometry.
Chemistry.-A simple study of facts and theories.
Atmosphere, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, carbon dioxide,
carbonates. Hardne. s in water. Sulphur, oxides of sulphur.
Sulphurous acid, sulphuric acid, hydrogen sulphide and
sulphides. Chlorine and hydrochloric acid. Nitric acid,
ammonia. Acids, alkalies and salts. Compounds of metals
used in the industry.
Technology.--Oils and varni hes including method>; of testing.
Solvents. resins and gums. Pigments, including mixing and
grinding. Drying and properties of film '.
CHEMISTRY FOR PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTO-MECHANICAL
WORK, LITHOGRAPHY, Etc.
This class forms part of the Courses in Photography, Photo-
Mechanical Work and Lithography (see Book Production and
Printing Trades Booklet).
To understand the procr 'Sf's used in Photography, Photo-
MechalJical Work, Lithography, etc., it is nceC's 'ary to have some
knowlrdge of chemistr~- and its general principlp .". Throughout
the part of th(' syllabus devot d to General Chcllli.. try, frequent
ref('r('nce is made to applications to these chemical processeR.
General C'hemistry.-Phyf'ical and chemical changes: mixtures
and compound ; 1"1 ments ; chemicallawR ; elementary treatment
of the atomic theory. The Atmosphere.-C':)llstitntion of the
atmosphere; oxygen; nitrogen. Acids.-General study of the
common acid, sulphuric, nitric, hydrochloric. Alkalie .-Lime,
caustir soda, sodium carbonate, ammonia. Salts.-Methods of
formation: water cry. tallisation. Water.-Hydrogen; carbon
dioxide; natural waters. 8nlphur.-Oxide, sulphites, sulphates,
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thiosulphates. Halogens.-Detailed study of chlorine, bromine
and iodine. Oxidation anrl Reduction.-Study of typical examples
with particular reference to photographic operations. .lletallic
Salts.-Silver, gold, coprer, iron, uranium.
Applied C'hemi try.-Photo-chemistry of certain metallic salts;
photo-chemistry of :-;ilwr ;;aIts : theories concerning latent image:
sensitizeI' ; history of photographic processe:-;:' collodion and
gelatine emulsions: ripening: dry plates: theory of developers,
and restrainers: acid and alkaline development: fixing agents;
inten. ification and weakening of silver image: printing proC'es;;e: ;
toning processes: platinot} pc; chemistry of photo-mechanical
proce'·Le '.
BOTANY FOR SEEDSMEN.
FIRs'r YEAR.
Examination of a simple flowering plant: its chief organs.
Various forms of root. stems and leaf: modifications of these
organs for special purposes: food storage: vegetable propagation.
The cell and cell C'ontent:-; in embryonic and adult structnres,
variations in type of (·ells of different organs. Ti:-;sues. Brief
survey of the chemical nature of the prineipal components of
plant bodies; food. food storage and tran:-;location.
Such of the minute stmctul'C of root, :tem and leaf of herbaceous
and of woody type,; a;; is neceJ:'sary to e.·plain .the physiological
proces. es connected with absorption, respiration, transpiration,
assimilation, movement, growth in length and in thiekness.
Bud" and branching. V\Tinter condition of some trees of
different types. Forms of inflorescence. The flower: variety of
structure of floral organs. Detailed structure of stamen and of
pistil: Pollination and fertilization. Fmit. Seed dispersal.
Germination.
Yarious forms of vegetative and of floral organ. of plants as
illustrated by reference to some members of the commoner
families of flowering plants.
Carbohydrate ; proteins; glucosides ; terpenes and camphors;
the principal alkaloids.
Physics.-Units of mea urement, length, areas, volumes; states
of xp.atter; physical and chemical change ; mass inertia, force,
parallel forces; weight; Hooke's law; energy and work; densities
of solids, liquids and gases; Archimedcs' principles and app.i-
cntions; liquids and gases; principle of flotation; atmospheric
pressure; barometers; Boyle's law; kinetic energy and gases;
diffusion; heat and its general effects; thermometry; melting and
boiling points; expansion of solids, liquids and gases; sepcmc
heats; Dulong and Petit's law; change of state; latent heat;
transference of heat; methods.
PRACTIQAL CHEMISTRY.
Qualitative analysis for bases and acids in solutions of simple
salts, including the salts of common organic acids. Principles of
organic allaly i ; Detection of B.P. sub::;tances and the. chief
alkaloids. Standard solutions. Volumctric estimations of RP.
Water analy i ; ammonia; nitrates; nitrites; chlorides; total
and permanent hardne~s. Urine analy~is ; estimation of sugar.
BOTANY.
(September to May.)
The plant epll, tissues, and systems.
The stru ture and principal modifications of root, stem, and leaf
in Angiospcrms: structure of typical flower~, fruit, and seeds.
The elements of plant Physiology and plant Biology, including
the Ecology of native plant .
The . pecial study of the following: Baeillu subtillus, Spiro-
gyra, FllCUS, Mucor, P;;alliota, Funaria, AHpidium, Pinm~, Cheir-
anthus.
The outlines of classification of Spermaphyta.
The Natural Orders: Liliaceae, Orchidaceae, Gramineae,
Rosaceae, Ranunculaceac, Papav raceae, Cruciferae, Legumi-
nosae, Compo. itae, Solanaceae, I crophulariaeeae, Umb lliferae.
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The following collection of slides: Vicia Faba-L.S. root apex,
Iilium-L.S. root tip, Helianthus-T.S. stem, Zea-T.8. stem.
Hclianthus-T.S. root, Ricinus-T.8. seed, Pinus-L.S. ovule,
Ficus T.S. leaf, Horse-chestnut-L.8. stem node, Wheat-L.8.
seed, Quercus-T.S. stem (2nd year), Circaea-raphides, Typical
Leaf-T.•. Sieve tubes, Lenticel.
MATERIA MEDICA.
(September to May).
1.
ldelltificlttion : description; natural origin ; family; geographical
source; chief constituents and pharmacopoeial requirement. of
the following :
Drugs of Vegetable and Animal Origin.
Acacia, aconitum, adeps, adeps lanae, agar, aloe, amylum,
anethum asafoetida, aurantii cortex, balsamum peruvianum, bal-
samum tolu tanum, belladonnae folium, belladonnae radix, ben-
zionum, bichu calumba, capsicum, carum, caryophyllum, ca cara
sagrada, cassia, catechu, cera alba, cera flava, cinchona, cinna-
momum, coccu , chlchoci cormus, colcbici semen, colocyntbi:;,
colophonium, copaiba, coriandum digitalis folium, ergota, filix
mas, ipecacuanha, foeniculum, gelatinum, gential1a, glycyrrbiza,
hamamelis, hyoscyamus, ipomoea, jalapa, kra.meria. limonis
cortex, linum, lobelia, mel depuratum, morrbuae oleum, myrrba,
nux vomica, olivae oleum, ricini oleum, abietis oleum, amygdalae
oleum, anetbi oleum, anisi oleum, arachis oleum, cadinum oleum,
lavandulae oleum, limonis oleum, lini oleum, menthae piperates
oleum, myristicae oleum, rosmarini 01eun1, santali oleum, santali
australiensis oleum, esami oleum, terebinthinae oleum, theo-
bromatis oleum, opium, pix carbonis praeparata, pix liquida,
podophylli resina, podophyllum, prunus serotina, quassia, quil-
laia, rheum, scammoniae resina, scilla, senega, sennae folium,
sennae fructus, serpentaria, stramonium, strophanthus, styrax,
tamarindus, thyroideum, tragacantha valeriana, zingiber.
n.
BACTERIOLOG Y.
Definition of bacteria; size; reproduction; motility: trueture;
spores; effect of light; effect of heat; growth in gase:;; identifi-
cation: classification; preparation of sera and vaccine;.;.
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Ill.
Definition and storage of the following bacteriological pre-
parations: antitoxinum diphthericum, antitoxinum tetanicum,
antitoxinum welchicum, serum antidysentericum (shiga), toxinum
diphthericum calefactum, toxinum diphthericum detoxicatum,
toxinum diphthericum diagnosticum, tuberculinum pristinum,
vaccinum typho-parathy-phosum (t.a.b.), vaccinum vacciniae.
IV.
VITAMINES.
Presence of vitamin bodies in vegetables, fruits, oil , wheat, and
rice.
PRACTICAL PHARMACY.
Translation of latin prescriptions; detection of dangerous
doses; compounding and dispensing; explanation of process of
making non-chemical preparations of the Pharmacopoeia. Re-
cognition of preparations of the Pharmacopoeia which are not of
a definite chemical nature, such as extract ,tinctures and powders.
Demonstrations, as far as possible, will be made of the Phar-
macopoeia operations.; dispensing of physicians' prescriptions,
prescription reading, calculation of percentages, and other
quantities occurring in prescriptions.
SPECIAL CLASSES
IRISH LANGUAGE.
IRISH.
FIRST YEAR.
Oral.-Conversation lessons on simple matters such as the
following: Name, home or residence, salutations, the clock, days
of the week, months and seasons, the weather, money, easy
counting, colours, etc. Location of objects in the classroom and
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neighbourhood, parts of the body and clothing, glnnf! and
carrying out simple orders. With the conver ationallessons, the
student will be familiarised with the use of is and ia and uf
verbal nouns.
Written Work.-Each tudent will keep a note-book to record
the alutations, phrases, etc., in correct Irish.
C\dittral.-Memorising of simple songs, rhymes, stories, etc., HO
as to be able to repeat them with correct blas. Stories and reci-
tation,.; by Gaelic authors.
TECHNICAL GERMAN.
Readin(Js.-Fied]er and Sandbach and Linguaphone Course.
Grammar.-Pronunciation; the articles; declensions of nouns;
declension of adjectives; compari on of adjectives, adverbs,
numeralR, pronoun ; conjugation of verbs; prepositions; ca"e.
with verbs; order of words; omission of words. German word.
not to be translated; subjunctive, infinitive; formal ubject; com-
parative. Technical vocabulary. Abbreviations 11 ed in technical
and scientific German. Commercial terms and corre pondence.
German technical journals. Source. Bibliographies. Abstrac-
tion. German currency.
DAY AND EVENING COURSES
IN
SPECIAL TRADES
BAKERY PRACTICE and TECHNOLOGY:
BREADMAKING
FLOUR CONFECTIONERY
BOOT and SHOE MANUFACTURER:
HANDICRAFT
CLICKING and PATTERN CUTTING
FACTORY PRODUCTION
-.-
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BAKERY PRACTICE AND TECHNOLOGY.
The Courses are organised to provide for the full technical
training of Bakehouse Apprentices in the theory and practice of
Breadmaking and Flour Confectionery, during the period of
apprenticeship.
The work of the classes is under the supervision of an Advisory
Committee representative of the Irish Bakers', Confectioners' and
Allied Workers' Union and of the As.ociation of Ma ter Bakers.
The practical classes are conducted on each afternoon excepting
Saturday, from 12.30 to 6.30 p.m. The ancillary instruction in
Bakery Science and Calculations and in Art is O'iven in Evening
Classe~.
Syllabuses.
BREADMAKING.
(THEORY).
FIRfo;T YEAR.
Introduction. Comparison of scientific method of breadmaking
and haphazard methous.
ELEMENTARY STUDY OF RAW MATERIALS.
1. Wheat.-Sources and varieties of wheats of the world-
Spring Wheat, Winter Wheats, strong and soft Wheats, charac-
teri tics of the different varieties. Constituents of the Wheat
berry: their functions and effects.
2. Plov,r.-Milling of Wheats, old and modern methods; type'
of flour produced..The effects of different milling processes on the
resultant flours. Grades of flour produced by modern milling
methods.
Properties of flour produced from different whcats.
PRACTICAL BAKERY WORK.
Straight doughs made on long and short systems. Sponge
methods using soft and stiff sponges. Characteristics of the
bread produced by the different methods.
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CO JPECTIONERY.
Study of Raw 2J'1aterials .-Types of flour used for Confectionery.
Eggs, whites, yolks, different types of preserved eggs. Different
types of aerating agents. Shortening agents. Sweetening agents.
Colouring and Plavouring agents.
PRACTICAL WORK.
Uhemically aerated goods of scones and bun type (Scones, Rocks,
etc.). Uhemically aerated goods of Batter method (Queen"
Tottenham, etc.). Short paste goods (jams, fruit pies, etc.). Puff
Paste. Different method of manufacture. English, Scotch,
Prench.
SECOND YEAR. BREADMAKING.
Varieties of .J1eals.-Whole meals; germ meals; malted meal
proprietary brands.
Yeast.-Elementary study of yeast; use in bread-making; food
neces, ary for its life, growth and reproduction. Storage of yeast;
effects of temperature; possible contaminations.
ManiJYI.dation of dlff rent types of ovens. Use of Bread lm-
provers; typeR and effects of ,'am .
PRACTI AL WORK.
U 'e of differ nt bread improvers and el1l'iching agents to how
their effects on finish d bread.
Times and temp ratures; quantitie of yea t and salt used in
breadmaking. Manufacture of simple fancy breads.
CONPECTIONERY.
Cake Jlaking.-Various methods of producing cakes of differen
vari ties. Pound cakes, Slab cakes, Seasonal and Pestival cakes.
Sponge Goods.-Sponge cakes, rolls, etc. Swe.et pa tcs and shor
breads. Biswits.-Pie past R, hot and cold methods (meat pies).
PreparationR of royal icing; simpJ piping and coating top and
sides of cakes.
THmD YEAR. BREADMAKI G.
More detailed work of the subjects of the 1st and 2nd years.
Study of fcrm ('ntatiol1.
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PRACTICAL WORK.-Fancy bread rolls; malt, milk, brown,
Vienna bread. Small fermented foods..-Dinner rolls; bun goods;
tea cakes, bracks, baps, etc.
CONFECTIONERY.
Manufacture of bases for fancies, Genoese, etc. Afternoon tea
fancies. Sweet pa tes, frangipan, Petite four Glace, etc. (de-
corated). Gateau and torten, flans, etc. Ohoux Paste, cream buns,
eclairs, etc. ~Meringue goods.-Cold and boiled methods. Dessert
Biscu?'t .-Petite macaroons. English and French Routs, etc.
Cake Decoration.-Birthday, Christmas, bride cakes, etc.
FOURTH YEAR. BREADMAKING.
Deeper knowledge of materials used in bread-making, and a more
detailed knowledge of the principles underlying the study of
breadmaking.
Faults in Bread. Technical calculations. Diseases in yeast and
bread.
PRACTICAL.-Manufacture of bread under different circum-
stances to produce faults. U e of different flours to show effect.
Manufacture of richer t)'p of fermented small goods. Hot plate
goods. Festival and window display good
CONFECTIONERY.
Syrups; fondants; making simple sugar confectionery.
CHOCOLATE GOODS.
Use and treatment of chocolate in the bakery. Chocolate
coating of biscuits and fancies. Perforation of moulds and making
of Easter Eggs and Medallions. Simple centre dipping.
B?dtercreams.-Various kinds. Rich Fermented Goods.-Babus,
Danish Pating, etc. ake Decorations.-Preparation of green
pastes ( oft and hard). Mould making (sulphur and plastp-r)
Soft sugar work, etc. J.lfarzipan.-Flower and fruit making.
Time Table.
BAKERY PRACTICE AND TECHNOLOGY.
FIRST YEAR.
Bakery Practice la Wed...._ 12.30-3,30 Room 20. S. Anthony
SECOND YEAR.
Bakery Practice Ira. Fri.
Bakery Practice IIb. Thurs.
THIRD YEAR.
Bakery Practice HI. Mon.
FOURTH YEAR.
Bakery "Practice IV. Tup".
JOURNEYMEN CLASSES.
Section A. .. Wed.
Section B. Thurs.
WoME CONFECTIONERS.
Flour Confectionery 1. Tues.
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3.30-6.30 Room 20. S. Anthony
3.30-6.30 Room 20. S. Anthony
3.30-6.30 Room 20. S. Anthony
3.30-6.30 Room 20. S. Anthony
3.30-6.30 Room 20. S. Anthony
3.30-6.30 Room 20. S. Anthony
7.30-10.0 Room 20. S. Anthony
CERTIFICATE COURSES IN BREADMAKING AND
FLOUR CONFECTIONERY.
The Certificate Courses in both subjects follow the Syllabuses of
the Examinations of the City and Guilds of London Institute.
The requisite ancillary subjects to Bakery Pra..,tice include
Physics, Chemistry, Cereal Science, Microbiology and Decorative
Art.
The classes in ancillary ubjerts to be taken by the student in
each year of a Course will be determined in consultation with the
Principal.
BOOT AND SHOE MANUFACTURE.
fuNDICRAFT A D FACTORY OPERATIVE COURSES.
The aim of these classes is to give a knowledge of the various
branches of the trade to apprentices and improvers, who, owing to
the increased use of machinery, are usually confined to one of the
many branches of the Boot Trade.
Several machines have been added to the equipment.
FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD YEARS.
Determination of simple areas, as of skins; definition of terms;
the action of water upon leather, metric system of measurement;
differences between the bones of the infant and adult; how
muscles act, effect of friction and pressure; formation of the foot
and leg, with their characteristics and functions; methods of
Clicking & Pattern Cutting-I. M.
Factory Method and Opera- W.
tions-I.
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obtaining shape and domensions of the foot and leg; measuring;
apparatus: methods of recording measurements: fitting up last
for bespoke. Pattern-cutling.-Standards; men's and boys',
ladies' and girls' ; drafting standard pattern; grading pattern into
sets: cntting patterns into working. et'. r'licking.--8election and
de cription of various hides and skins and their adaptahility;
economy in cutting up skins for mens' and ladies' boots; upper
fitting. Closing.-Action of parts of simple machines for uppers.
Rough styff cutting.--The hide and its divisions; cutting and
sorting bottom tufT. Lasting.-Hand-la ting for machine-sewn
work: machine-lasting for machine-sewn work with reference to
various machines u ed. Method:; of attaching soles to uppers,
boots for malformed feet. Finishing.-Hand-finishing; de-
scription of tools; machine-finishing; acids. stains, colouring
substance', dyes and paints us d in finishing boots and shoes.
Handseu'n method.-Preparing insole: welt and lasting: attaching
welt and sole. Raw Materials. Tanning.
DAY APPRE TICE SCHOLARSHIP COURSE
BOOTMAKING.
This Full-time Day Course extends over two e. :;ions, and is
conducted under the tprms of the Day Apprentice Scholar hip
Scheme. The Course provides 30 bours of instruction per week, of
which approximately 20 hOllrs are de\'oted to practical in truction
in Bootmaking.
A full de. cription of the Scheme appears on page 27 of the
General Guide.
EVENING COURSES A ¥D TIME TABLE.
HA£ DlCRAFT.
Room
Boot and Shoe Making-I. M., W. .0-10.0 ~ P. J. Casey.
Boot and Shoe Making-H. Tu., W. 8.0-10.0 3 P. J. Casey.
Boot and hoe Making-IH Tu., Th. ~.0-10.0 3 P. J. Casey.
BOO'f FACTORY OPERATIVES' COURSE.
Room
.0-10.0 14 P. J. Casey.
8.0-10.0 14 P. J. Casey.
•ART
A'D
ARTISTIC CRAFTS
The Art Department is open on every evening in the week,
except on a Saturday, and Art Students in courses above First
Year Grade may work on any evening in the week when there
happens to be room. Students will work under the guidance of the
Art Master, who may change the night of work, or otherwise vary
the courses to meet particular needs.
STAFF.
ART AND ART CRAFTS.
WILLIAM L. WHELAK, Art Master'. Certificates, Board of Edu-
cation, London, Silver and Bronze Medalist. National Compe-
tition, South Kensington: Medalist, Irish National Art
Competition.-IIead of the Arts and Crafts DepGt"lment.
JA:MES J. BURKE, Certificated Art Teacher, London, 11edalist.
MISS MARGARET WHELA~, Certificated Art Teacher, :Nledali,;t.
Evening Courses and Time Table
GENERAL ART COURSES.
Tf..HHERHoolllHOll rDay
No.
of
Course
---1------------1---:----1--1-----------
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FIn:-iT y ~;AR :
Ohj. and ~Icm. l>rawing.-I. Thuffi.
:'\[r('1mui('al DrnwjllR; and J)t'!-,j~1l 'J H(' ....
-I.
E-xtra. ("Ins" in any Art ~ul,jr('t I 'rupo.;.
7.;10 n.:H1 14
7.:;0 9.:10 I 14
7.:1IJ fI.:lO 11
,Y. 1,. Wh"I,,"; )liss)[. Whelan.
)1 i., )1. ,nu'I.",.
W.1.. Whd:",.
I 'ECOXl) YEAR:I'll K Ohj. and '["Ill. J)rawing'.-II 1'hnl'.. 7.;lO 11.:)0 I 11 W. L. YIH'I.m.
I Design-IT. .... .. .. Tul's. 7.;10 9.:10 11 W. L. "'hel:ln; J. J. Burke.J)rn\\ing from XaturaJ Fonw;
-no _TOil. 7.;jO~.:lO 14 ,'. J.. 'Ylwlall.
])ra\\ing from Ca'ts- 11. - - - --
1'HUW YBAR:
82 K Olli. and .[em. drawinl'(-III. )Ion. 7.:lO-9.;IO 14 ,Y. L. 'Yhelan; )0., )[. Whelan.
Industrial Design-HI. Thur,. 7.:l0-9.:10 14 W. 1,. WhpI"n; .T. .T. Burke.
J)rnwing from Xaturnl Forms
-Ill. l'hu 1',. 7.;30-9.30 H W. J,. 'Yhclall.
Drn\\ing from Casts-Ill. ... Till"•. 7.30 9.;10 14 W. L- WI",h,n .
l'ielol'ial ('omposilion )lon. 7.:10 9.:10 J4 W. L. \Yht'lan.
FOI'RTll YBAR;
83 K Obi. and Mem. Dra"ing 1Y. ~fon. 7.30 9.;10 1+ W.L Wh"lan.
Industrial Desi~n-IY. Thul'". 7.30-9.:l0 14 W. L. Whclau.
Pictorial Compo"ition )lon. 7.30-9.:10 14 W. L. Whelan.
Drawing and Painting from 'Ion. 7.~0 9.:lO 1.1
I
,Y. L. Whelau.
I Natural I'orm8.
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APPLIED ART AND CRAFT COURSE.
No.
of
Course
SrB.TEl T Day Honr ROom THACHIR
}'IllKT Y}JAH :
B4 K Mechanical l)ra\\ill~, (;('OJnl't ri· Tt1l'~. 7.30 9.30 14 Mi'" }1. Wlldan.
cM Dt.'si;.m. ..t ...
FrE"f'hnild "lIel Llem..ntarY Thnrs. 7.30 9.30 U \\. L. WI1I'lall.
Drawin~ (rom Casts. .. t<-.
Craftwock ~[(}n. 7.:30 0.:30 U \\'. I.. \I'h"lall: )lis, . L. WhelaIl.
KEU1SD YEAR:
R5 K RlemcntnrY Desi!!ns alld Gmcrnl MOll. 7.30 0.30 14 W. L. Whdall.
Handkrafts.
J) rf\\\;up; of ('I,mmoIl OlljpetR, l't(" Tllltl'''. 7.30 0.:30 14 W. 1.. \\"11I'Ia11.
Craft work
THU{ll YEAH:
RG K Indll"tri:>! l)\'i-ilJ!u
:-;h'\llc I Th":·. 7.:111-0.:IU 14 \\". L. Wh""'n: .1 ••J. J~urkr.Drawing in Li~ht an(l
fronl Cahtfl., "t<-. Ttlf'!'. 7.30-0.30
Crattwork
FQI HTH YEAll:
[ndustrial [)(.si!!l1 and Ilistoric I' Thl\l'.
Dc""loptn('nt of . trl,',.
CraftwlJr!: .. •
7.30 P.30 W. L. \I·II,·lan.
In the Third amI Fourth Y..ars a ('la" in Crartwork shollld he lak..n, and in till' First alld
,cco'"1 Years all II>J'r"prial,' ('Ia,s in Art ,"I(h·<1.
SPECIAL ART AND CRAFT CLASSES.
TF,\C'HU~KlIBJU'T llay Hour Iuooml
'-----------
KEV1N STREET TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
Art Metalwo"k
.EnamelJiu!l on Metal
TtH'l.'I., ThurK.
Tl1r~., Thu 11".
7.:10 9.30 J. J. Rurke.
.1. J. Ilurke.
Drawing and Design rllr Lcatllcr- )Ion. W,·d. T1mr. 7.30 0.30
work and Leat]wraaft.
Leatherwork, l>tellcillinll. "t,·. .1011., Tllurs. 7.30-0.:,0 W. J,. Wllt'lau: )Ii,s )1. Whe]an.
Desil!u for Art Ironwo,h
Commercial Art
MOll., Thul'~.
Mon., TJli.lr"i.
7.30-0.30
i.300.30
W. 1.. \\"111'1,,".
W. L. Whelull.
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GENERAL ART SYLLABUSES
MECHANICAL DRAWING, PATTERN CONSTRUCTIO~
AND GEOMETRICAL DESIGN.
The course is arranged so that students may become acquainted
with the use of instruments, T square, set squares, compa' ,
scales, etc., and the principles of construction of ordinary geo-
metrical figures; special reference will continually be made to the
application of geometry to the different branches of industrial
art, such as designing, etc. The exercises worked in class will
include the drawing of geometrical patterns; spacing of wall and
other surfaces for decorative purposes; band. and borders;
units of pattern; diapers; the construction of arch-forms;
tracery and mouldings. In addition, e>.ercise will be given in the
projection of simple solids.
FR,EEHAND DRAWING, ELEMENTARY DRAWING
FROM CASTS AND NATURAL FOltMS.
Materials and aim of study; methods of using pencil, pen,
charcoal and brush; their suitability to express form in line or
mass; blackboard demonstrations to show methods of constrnc-
tion, structural planning, guide, leading and controlling lines;
proportion of masses, spaces, boundaries and details; drawing
from large diagram of construction or ornamental floral, foliated
and animal forms, carefully selected and graduated to train the
hand and lead the eye to appreciate beauty of form and propor-
tion and to show in an elementary way the development of archi-
tectnre and ornament; the principles of ornamentation; free-
arm drawing on paper and blackboard; exerci e. to test the
students' ahility to apply the principles which have been already
taught; exercises in the representation of form with flat washes
of colour: direct drawing in silhouette; drawing from casts of
simple ornament and simple sprays of natural foliage in high
and low relief; drawing from shells, butterflies and birds; draw-
ing from photographs of simple sprays of natural foliage, flowers
and fruit; drawing from natural foliages, flowers and fruit; draw-
ing from photographs, cases and large diagrams of typical
examplel:! of historic styles, patterns and schemes of decoration,
including heraldry and lettering in use at different periods,
9furnitur , utellsils, costUllJP, armour, etc.; typical ornamental
treatment of borders, medallions, panels, friezes and pilasters.
Provi. ion will be made during the lessons for practice in time-
drawing; ::;imple memory dra,wing.
ELEMENTARY DESIGN AND GENERAL HANDIeR InS.
Materials used in deKigning, paper, tinted grounds, blackboard,
chalk, charcoal, colours, Rtains and inkR; method. of work;
transfering, pouncing and stencilling, bilateral and radial patterns,
working drawings; methods of delineation; outline, surface,
ma8sing or spacing, relief, modelling and carving: elements of
ornament; geometry as the basis of ornament.; geometric design;
floral and natural forms, tbeir adaptation to decoration: de ign-
ing to fill given _paces: square, triangle, border, spandl'il, lunette,
pila -ter, panel; the designs may conRist of : ornament composf?d
of straight lines only; geometric ornament. interlacing ornament,
scroll-work, and foliated or floral ornament; surface design and
repeating patterns, compo 'ed of i'itraight lines, geometric, inter-
lacing, scroll-work, and floral ornamClIt; diapers and "a1l-
over" patterns; "drop," "sprig," and "trellis" patterns;
'imple designs in the Celtic style; pmctice in minor handicrafts
not requiring special plant or apparatus will be carried on in
the design rooms. The section includes: making of tencil plates,
ges,.;o-work, poker work, embroidery, leather work, wood-block
making and printing, tile painting, litho~raphic drawin Y, book
decoration, etc.
MODEL DRAWING, DRAWl G OF COMMON OBJECTS,
MEMORY DRAWING.
Experience to show by actual observation the effp"t of per-
r;:pective in modifying the appearance of objects; position of
point,s, meaning and illustration of varnishing; laws governing the
appearance of objects, and how they 8hould be drawn; drawing
the circle in different positions, at the eye level, abov and below
the eye level; application to the drawing of familiar objects of
circular .'ection, such as cylinders, jars and cans; drawing of
regular solids, with application to common ohjects : the cube,
rectangular prism, triangular pri m, hexagonal prism, cone and
pyramid.
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DRAWING IN LIGHT AND SHADE, FROM CASTS,
COMMON OBJECTS, AND NATURAL FORMS.
Materials and how to use them: simple exercises in rendering
flat tones: graded and flat tones by means of chalk, pencil, pen
and brush; meaning of terms : light, half-tone, shade, cast-
shadow and their modifications; natural and artificial lighting
of ohjects ; plane surface and surface inclined to the ource of
light; the cube, prism, and box; shadows from straight lines and
simple surfaces on plane and curved surfaces: the cylinder, cone
and sphere; exercises on these to show the effect of different
backgrounds; rings with concave and com'"ex sections: vase
forms; distribution of light and shade on vase forms: true tone
and relative tone; exercise in rendering geometric solids; relief
ornament on flat grounds and on curved surface : more advanced
exercises from the cast, and from groupS of objects: application
of the principles of light and shade to the drawing of architectural
and natural forms; details from the antique; details from life;
drawing in light and shade from memory, and time drawings;
finished studies.
BRUSHWORK AND PAINTING ORNAMENT.
Brush forms resulting from single brush-impressions; combined
brush marks of differ nt tones; the rendering of ornamental
forms by means of bru h strokes; drawing with the bru h in
silhouette, simple architectural and natural forms, leaves, flowers;
direct eXl'ression of plant and animal life by means of brushwork;
the mixing and harmonious juxtapo ition of colour and the pre-
paration of various grounds; painting ornament in oil and tem-
pera from the cast, from photographs and from examples of deco-
rative painting to be found on vases or tiles; copy from stained
glass and other examples of historic art; the importance and
influence of the situation and surroundings on the painting of
ornament.
THE PRINCIPLES OF ORNAMENT AND DESIGN:
HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT OF STYLES.
Lectures for craftsmen and students of design; the use of form
and colour for decorative purposes in various periods; architec-
tural elements, general proportions of architectural forms; prin-
ciples and elements of ornament; structure and growth of plants,
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trees and shells: analysis of form and design: characteristics in
typical ornaments, metal work, bronzes, porcelain, costume,
textiles and embroideries: furniture and wood work; book-illus.
tration; animal forms in nature and their adaptation as orna-
ments; human figure, griffins, dolphins, bird', etc.; nemonic
ornament; symbolic ornament; lettering; architectural details
as ornaments: Egyptian, Assyrian and Greek art: Etruscan and
Roman art: early Christian art· in Ireland; Gothic art; Persian,
Japanese and other Oriental styles; Renaissance; modern art;
COMMERCIAL ART.
Lettering and its Applicati01ls.-Decorated initials; printed
notices: name plates: window tickets; maps; plans and archi-
tectural drawings. Drawing for Reproduction.-Book illu tration;
process work; colour printing. Poster Design.-Show cards:
catalogue cover::;: calendars. Fashion Drawing and Dress De-
sign.-Figure measurements, pose and gesture: draping the
figure; drapery, colour and composition; fa hion technique.
ARTISTIC HANDICRAFTS.
Lamp and Candle Shades, Lanterns.-The making of 'wire
frames: the U'c of vellum and parchment, papers, silks, etc.;
the development of shapes and decoration of same. Print'ing
with Lino and Wood Blocks.-Drawing, de,igning and cutting.
Decoratil'e Painting of Trhitewood Ware.-Trays, boxes, bowls,
frames and candlesticks.
ARTISTIC LEATHER WORK.
Materials; tools-technical processes-type of leather craft.
Constructive leather work-applicd ornament-staining-
polishing-blind and gold tooling, etc. (Mondays, Wednesda~7s,
Thursdays, 7.30-9.30).
ART METALCRAFT AND JEWELLERY.
The necessary tools; their correct use and application. Metals:
their qualities and preparation. Composition and preparation of
pitch and pitch blocks. Repousse; the production of pattern and
design resulting entirely from the combination and repetition of
various toolmarks or impressions.
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The embo sing of simple forms. Simple sheet metal work:
The setting out and development· of various forms on thick paper.
Flat sheet metal construction: trays and boxes, etc. The raising
of metal from the Aat sheet to the round.
Simple Jewellery: Wire drawing and twisting: the making of
rings. grains, discs, domps and scrolls. The decorative selection
and arrangement of the e units in the production of design. The
process of hard soldering; pickling and polishing. The setting of
stones and enamel panels.
ART ENAMELLING.
Preliminary preparation of the metal-cutting, doming, and
cleaning.
The enamel-its nature and qualities-the grinding, washing,
application on metal surface, firing, annealing, and surface
finishing of.
The various styles of-Champleve, Cloisonne, etc.-their use
in jewellery and in the decoration of flat and raised fans.
CRAFT CLASSES.
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, 7.30-9.30.
ADVANCED DESIGN APPLIED TO CRAFTS.
In this class exercises will be arranged bearing upon the par-
ticular branch of design or handicraft the tudent de ires to follow
up.
Advanced designs adapted to special processes of execution:
wood-carving, goldsmiths' work, enamelling, metal work, em-
bossing, casting and ironwork; book illustration; process work;
wood-engraving: colour printing; furniture and plaster work;
designs for chemes of decoration with some important feature
carried out in full sizes, or to as large a scale as the limits will
allow: designs for important competition to full size or to a large
scale, with sketches to show the position the design is meant to
occupy.
Lectures for those engaged in the various
Art Industries and Crafts.
A short cours of LectureK will probably be given by the Art
Master, Mr. W. L. Whelan, the daws of which will be posted on
the School Notice-board.
GENERAL CURRICULUM OF THE SCHOOLS
UNDER THE CONTROL OF
THE CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
COMMITTEE.
BOLTON STREET TECHNICAL SCHOOL.
Mechanical Engtneertng.
Motor Car EDgInfedng.
GM Engineering.
Metal Plate Work.
Architecture
BuDding Science.
BuDding and Allied Trades.
Printing and Book Production.
Watchmaking.
Br.. Finllhlng. Art and Art Crafts.
Day Apprentke and spedaJbed Daytime Technical Counes.
Day JUDJor TecbDJcal School.
KEVlN STREI:T TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.
(Day aDd EveDIDg Coanes)
Pan and AppUecl Matbematlcs.
Pure and AppUecl Pbyslcs.
Pure and AppHed Cbeadstry.
Bacteriology.
Pharmacy.
Electrical Englneerlaf and ADkcl 'h
Radlo.Telegraphy.
Art and Art Crafts.
Bakery ScIence and Prae:tke.
BooImaklDg.
PARNELL SQUARE TECHNICAL INSTI'n1U.
'hansport.
Day Trade Cl.... 1-
Dr....aklng.
SblrtalakfaC (Power).
Clotblng Manufacpe (Power).
Chef'. 'h~ Coune.
.
Day Scbool 01 Commerce.
Day TecIIDkaJ e-ne (GIrls).
Ceneral Commercial SubJec:ts.
AccouDtaucy and A11led Subjects.
Local Govenunent
Domestic ScIence and Housec:rafL
LanIJU..•
RetaIl DlIIdllatlon.
Pbylkal Tr"",.
GENERAL CURRICULUM OF THE SCHOOLS
UNDER THE CONTROL OF
THE CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
COMMITTEE.
PEMBROKE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE (Rlngsend and Ball$brid8el.
General Commercial SUbjects. Mechanical Englne~lna.
Retail Distribution. Motor Car Engineering.
Languages. Oxy-Ac:etylene and ElectrIc
Domestic Science and Housec:rafl. Welding.
Art and Art Crafts. Woodworking Trades.
Day School of Commerce.
Day Junior Technical School (Boys).
Day Tec:hntc:al Course (Girls).
Spedal Apprentice Training Courses.
RATHMINES TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.
General Commercial Subjects. Banldng, Finance ancI Foreign El(-
Ac:c:ountanc:y, Auditing and Allied change.
Subjects. Company Sec:retarieL
Insurance. Government Accountancy and
Advertising and PubUdty. Finance.
Physical Training. Languages.
Domestic Science and Housec:raft.
Day School of Commerce.
Day Technical Course (Girls).
MARINO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.
General Commerdal SUbjects. Metalwork.
Languages. Science.
Domestic Science lII1d Housecraft. Woodwork.
Physical Training.
Day Junior Technical School (Boys and Girls).
Day School of Commerce.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC (Day and EveuiDg ClaMes.)
Wind Instruments (Wood and Brass).
Fifes.
Viola.
Orchestra.
Drums and Flute.
Traditional Music.
Irish Harp.
CHATHAM ROW
Pianoforte.
Vlollnc:eUo.
Ulleann and Irish War Pipes.
Elocution.
VloUn.
SInging and Choir.
Organ.
O//ieu-
TECHNICAL INSTI'rUTE,
BOLTO STRBET,
DUBLIN.
L. E. O'CARROLL, B.A., B.L.,
Chief E~'" O/ficttr.
Fodhla PriJlUq Compu)', Ltd., DabWa.
